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xABSTRACT
This thesis consists of one submitted journal paper and one modified conference paper, both on
simulating residents’ weatherization adoption decisions.
Residential buildings are responsible for a large number of energy consumptions and are there-
fore a major contributor to climate change. Weatherization is set of approaches that can be used
to make buildings more energy-efficient. This yields many benefits for residents, including reduced
energy costs and improved health and safety, as well as benefits for the environment, such as reduc-
ing greenhouse gas emissions and conserving resources. However, the current adoption rate for such
a good practice remains low. The government has been trying to encourage the adoptions, but its
efforts have had limited success. Therefore, it is of great practical significance to explore residents’
weatherization adoption decisions, and then assist stakeholders in encouraging weatherization.
This thesis proposes two hybrid simulation models of an urban neighborhood populated with
autonomous “households” for their weatherization adoption decisions. They both include three
modeling techniques: 1) a building energy simulation model, 2) an agent-based model, 3) a social
network model. The building energy simulation model is used to calculate monthly energy con-
sumption data of residential buildings under pre- and post- weatherized conditions, which inform
households of the potential energy savings that would result from the decisions to weatherize homes.
The agent-based model is used to model the detailed decision-making process of households and
peer interactions among them about weatherization. The realistic topology of households’ social
environment, in which peer interactions and information diffusion take place, is captured by the
social network model. The hybrid models represent the complex dynamic feedback loop that con-
nects households’ weatherization decisions, energy-related decision outcomes, and communication
of outcomes among community members, all of which influence future decisions.
xi
The first hybrid model models a block of 29 households and their physical social networks
(i.e., the physical neighborhood). The effects of households’ and communities’ internal attributes
on households’ weatherization adoption decisions are explored. Experimental results suggest that
more households tend to weatherize when there is a self-weatherized leader or they have short
memories about energy bills, and especially in a denser social network as it is a self-reinforcing
circle where positive information about weatherization can spread more widely. Four corresponding
recommended policies to improve the adoptions of weatherization are also discussed.
The second hybrid model develops an agent-based model with household agents and media
agents. It is embedded in a multilayer social network, which allows households to interact via both
a physical social network (i.e., their neighborhood) and a virtual social network (i.e., online). We
evaluate the strength of social interactions based on households’ local centrality, spatial location,
and social demographics. Opinion dynamics of households are captured by the Susceptible-Exposed-
Infected-Recovered epidemic model. This model is used to explore the effects of more characteristics
of households, media, and communities, and evaluate different interventions that government and
other policy makers could adopt in an effort to promote weatherization adoption in residential
buildings. Experimental results demonstrate the necessity of modeling a multilayer social network
and the slight usefulness of a higher value of randomness of the physical social network. The
results also indicate that selecting the most important (influential) households as early adopters
of weatherization could significantly promote the weatherization adoptions. In addition, slightly
increasing the probability of an approved applicant being served by WAP (e.g., the current real-
life value in Iowa is 2.5%) yields dramatic increases in weatherization adoptions. How to greatly
leverage the effects of media on households’ weatherization adoption decisions is also discussed.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Energy-saving innovations in residential buildings has been a topic of interest in recent years
because of their high levels of energy consumption. In 2016, about 27% of total U.S. energy
consumption (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2017b) and 36.5% of U.S. electricity use
was consumed by the residential buildings (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2017a). This
is also a major contributor to climate change. Energy-efficient residential buildings offer great
potential for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and saving resources, and therefore protecting
the environment. It also can help reduce the economic pressure of low-income households, who
spend 16.3% of their annual income on residential energy expenditures (U.S. Department of Energy,
2017), by lowering their energy bills.
Weatherization is the set of various practices to increase the energy efficiency of existing res-
idential buildings, like sealing air ducts, upgrading cooling systems, and installing insulation in
walls, floors, and ceilings. Weatherization not only benefits households by lowering energy bills
and improving air quality, it also contributes to revitalizing the society through producing more
weatherization-related job opportunities and reducing negative environmental impact (U.S. EERE,
2018a). However, high up-front investment and the potentially long financial payback period of
weatherization may serve as barries for households to adopt weatherization, especially for low-
income households (Krejci et al., 2016). To overcome these barriers, the U.S. Department of En-
ergy provided the Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) to qualified low-income households.
WAP offers households financial and technical support to make weatherization easier (U.S. EERE,
2018a).
While the current administration is pushing for greater efforts on encouraging the adoptions
of weatherization, the current adoption rate of weatherization remains low. Some simply have a
2general lack of awareness about weatherization or WAPs (Kathleen, 2006), and/or have difficulties
in completing the whole process of WAPs. Some may think weatherization has a bad return
on investment. A better understanding of households’ decision-making process of weatherization
adoptions is useful for stakeholders to learn to improve effectiveness of policies and interventions.
Models on households’ weatherization adoptions are needed.
The decision-making process of adopting weatherization is complex, which will be influenced by
various factors when adopting weatherization. Financial incentives, peer interactions and factual
knowledge about weatherization play important roles in households’ decisions to adopt weather-
ization (Letendre et al., ; Southwell and Murphy, 2014; Krejci et al., 2016; Jain et al., 2013; Rai
and Robinson, 2015). For example, the interactions between households may serve to convey lo-
cally relevant knowledge about weatherization and social norms, e.g., “weatherization saved lots
of money for me”, “weatherization improved the air quality of my house”, or “the application to
weatherization assistance program is easy to make and you just need to...”. However, traditional
energy consumption behavior studies typically ignore social relationships among households.
Traditionally, models of household behavior and building energy consumption have been regression-
based aggregate estimates of whole-building behavior in response to thermal stimuli. The models
typically do not account for heterogeneity in individual households’ behavior, nor do they incor-
porate social influences (Langevin et al., 2015). In fact, theory and knowledge from the social
sciences remain underused in existing energy studies (Sovacool, 2014). Therefore, it is necessary
to explore households’ social dynamics to have a deeper understanding their energy consumption
behavior (Southwell and Murphy, 2014).
The importance of social interactions in determining households’ weatherization adoptions sug-
gests that agent-based modeling would be an appropriate method for modeling a network of house-
holds. Agent-based models (ABMs) allow researchers to model individual decision makers as au-
tonomous agents that are capable of social behaviors and interactions (e.g., information sharing)
with other agents. Over time, the effects of these repeated interactions and feedbacks on individuals’
decisions may yield system-wide changes that are unexpected and difficult to predict without the
3use of computational modeling (Wang et al., 2007). ABM is a promising methodology for capturing
consumer behavior in general and energy technology adoption in particular (Wolf et al., 2012; Macy
and Willer, 2002; Epstein, 1999; Bonabeau, 2002; Mittal and Krejci, 2017; Mittal et al., 2017; Mittal
and Krejci, ). ABM facilitates the modeling of opinion dynamics in a social system, which is useful
in representing households’ socially-motivated decisions to weatherize their homes (Southwell and
Murphy, 2014; Rai and Robinson, 2015; Azar and Menassa, 2011). As social context is of great
importance, adequate considerations must also be given for the social network of households when
modeling their weatherization adoptions.
In the following section, firstly, the background knowledge of weatherization is provided. Af-
terwards, basic information and literature reviews of the key modeling methods, social network
analysis and agent-based model, are presented. Finally, the organizations of the two hybrid simu-
lation models in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are elaborated.
1.2 Weatherization
From air sealing to improving ventilation to adding insulation to upgrading inefficient equip-
ment, weatherization (U.S. Department of Energy, 2018) includes a wide variety of measures to
make buildings more energy-efficient.
Weatherization can help residents lower energy expenditures. Low-income residents usually
carry a larger burden for energy costs, which may cause them to cut back on other expenditures,
even other key living expenses. Along with weatherization, lower energy bills enable residents
to have more funds to pay for other expenditures, which improve residents’ living quality and
potentially benefit society. In addition, improved house conditions (e.g., better indoor air quality,
safer heating system) result in less out-of-pocket health costs (U.S. Department of Energy, 2017).
For the environment, weatherized houses will be more energy-efficient and therefore save resources
as well as reduce greenhouse gas emissions (Dietz et al., 2009). It also creates a businesses market
with many job opportunities. Weatherization could return $2.78 in non-energy benefits per $1.00
invested in the program (Tonn et al., 2014).
4To help more households weatherize, the U.S. Department of Energy offers the Weatherization
Assistance Program (WAP), which is the nation’s single largest residential whole-house energy
efficiency program (U.S. EERE, 2018a). WAP provides core program funding to states, territories,
and Native American tribes, which then contract with local governments and nonprofit agencies
to provide qualified low-income households (i.e., those with income less than 200% of the federal
poverty line) with energy efficiency upgrades, typically at no cost to the household. In 2008,
this program provided $5,000 of energy cost savings per weatherized unit, improved comfort and
health, and reduced carbon emissions by two million metric tons (U.S. EERE, 2018b). Despite
these successes, few income-eligible households apply for weatherization assistance, and even fewer
actually receive it (Fowlie et al., 2015).
1.3 Social Network Analysis in Energy Behaviors
A social network is a structure comprised of entities (i.e., individuals, collective social units)
with ties among them. Social network analysis (SNA) identifies underlying patterns of social rela-
tions based on the ways entities are connected to each other (Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Scott
and Carrington, 2011). SNA has been applied in geography, biology, epidemiology, economics,
linguistics, anthropology, and sociology (Sparrow, 1991; Barabaˆsi et al., 2002; Wang and Chen,
2003; Christakis and Fowler, 2008). It has been used to analyze the effects of human social behav-
ior on energy-related behaviors. Providing eco-feedback to building occupants about their energy
consumption can promote energy-saving behavior (Wilhite and Ling, 1995; Fischer, 2008; Faruqui
et al., 2010; Allcott, 2011; Kang et al., 2012). Some of this work assumes that occupants’ behaviors
will be influenced by their social networks via a normative comparison element, in which occu-
pants compare their energy consumption with peers and neighbors. For example, a spatial analysis
of residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems shows that HVAC adop-
tion is “contagious” or spatially-dependent in adjacent neighborhoods due to social pressures and
feedback (Noonan et al., 2013). Jain et al. (2013) demonstrates the potential of SNA to improve
5understanding of the social dynamics of energy-efficient behavior and concludes that social influence
can drive energy-saving behavior in occupants who receive feedback on energy consumption.
Real-life social networks often contain thousands of individual actors connected via a variety of
relationships. Such networks are highly complex, exhibiting non-trivial topological properties (Boc-
caletti et al., 2006). Therefore, analyzing the structural characteristics of social networks requires
the use of graph theory, where a complex network is abstracted as a graph composed of nodes repre-
senting actors in the social network, and links representing relationships between actors. Through
mathematical analysis, the structural characteristics of the real network can be determined and
underlying behavioral rules can be revealed (Ferrara and Fiumara, 2012) to enable a greater un-
derstanding of the implications of changes to the social network on outcomes of interest, and the
impacts of policy interventions on social behaviors (Moffitt et al., 2001).
1.4 Agent-Based Model in Energy Behaviors
Agent-based modeling (ABM) is a bottom-up approach in which individuals can be represented
as discrete heterogeneous agents, which is far more realistic than using a statistical aggregate to
model diverse human attributes and behaviors and decentralized decision making (Epstein and
Axtell, 1996). It is a type of simulation modeling wherein multiple autonomous agents with in-
telligence (i.e., internal logic) have the ability to make complex decisions and engage in complex
interactions with other agents and objects within their environment to achieve one or more identi-
fiable objectives. Over time, the agents can accumulate information about the outcomes of these
interactions and apply this knowledge to future decisions and behaviors (Gilbert and Troitzsch,
2005). Capturing such dynamic agent adaptations is difficult, if not impossible, with other model-
ing approaches (Macal and North, 2005). ABM also enables humans to be realistically characterized
and modeled as boundedly rational agents that are capable of making subjective choices via explicit
decision rules (Bonabeau, 2002). This capability distinguishes ABM from rational choice modeling
(e.g., game theory), in which human actors are assumed to possess perfect information and infinite
6computational capabilities, and always follow an equilibrium strategy to maximize their long-run
personal advantage (Farmer and Foley, 2009; Johnson et al., 2014).
The system (macro-level) behavior and properties that are introduced through individual agent
(micro-level) interactions and adaptations over time often cannot be predicted simply by examining
the behavior of the individual agents (Pathak et al., 2007). Such system behavior and resultant
properties, which are often counterintuitive and surprising, are said to be emergent. Agents may
respond to emergent changes in their environment by adapting accordingly, which will result in new
agent interactions and decisions, thereby creating a feedback loop between the micro- and macro-
level behaviors (Lebaron, 2008). ABM is well-suited to understanding and predicting emergent
behavior in social systems consisting of interdependent actors, e.g., weatherization.
To describe agents’ interactions precisely in an ABM, it is critically important that the under-
lying logic of their connections is clearly defined (Macal and North, 2005). SNA is a particularly
useful method for describing the topology of agents’ interactions in an ABM. Integrating SNA and
ABM enables an analysis of agents’ behavior and interactions in simulated networks to determine
how/whether certain social network characteristics affect agent behavior, which typically cannot
be observed in real-life social networks. To leverage these capabilities, some existing models of
building occupants’ energy-related behavior have integrated SNA and ABM. Chen et al. (2012)
proposed an ABM to study the influence that different social network characteristics have on oc-
cupants’ energy consumption behavior. Using this model, they determined that while the size of
the network was unimportant, networks with more edges tended to exhibit more energy-conserving
behavior. However, the basis for this network is a random network, which is very different from
the structure of a real-life social network. Anderson et al. (2013) developed an ABM to study how
building occupants’ social network types and structures influence energy-use interventions. Exper-
imentation with four different types of networks indicated that network type and structure have a
major influence on occupants’ energy consumption when an energy-use intervention is introduced.
Friege et al. (2016) incorporated social and geographic factors into an ABM of individuals’ decisions
to install insulation in their homes. Their results suggest that the residents’ social networks have
7a much stronger influence on this decision than financial incentives. We also address the social
network context of the ABM in the proposed two hybrid simulation models.
1.5 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 develop two hybrid simulation models, M1 and M2, respectively.
Chapter 2 is submitted to Energy Policy. Chapter 3 is modified from a paper published in CSS
’17: CSSSA’s Annual Conference on Computational Social Science (Huang et al., 2017).
Table 1.1 shows the connections and differences between the two hybrid simulation models. M1
and M2 both incorporate three components, building energy simulation (BES), agent-based model
(ABM), and social network (SN). They share the same BES model but have different ABMs and
SNs. The ABMs of M1 and M2 have different agents and submodels to describe the decision-
making process. M1 only captures the household as the agent while M2 includes households
as well as media agents. The household agents in M1 and M2 are also characterized by different
parameters. M2 models the multilayer social network for agents to interact while M1 focuses on the
one-layer physical social network. M1 and M2 also explore different attributes of social networks.
Based on M1, M2 makes some improvements on its weak parts. For example, M2 adopts and
improves the classic Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) model (Ajzen, 1991) to describe the logic
of households’ decision-making process on weatherization, which is more realistic than that in M1.
M1 assumes that all households can have interactions while M2 uses Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-
Recovered (SEIR) epidemic model (Li and Muldowney, 1995; Apolloni et al., 2009; Cha et al., 2012)
to incorporate households’ specific attitudes toward information sharing. Also, the characteristic
which has already been explored in M1, i.e., network closeness constant (CC ), has a fixed value in
M2.
Chapter 4 concludes the work and clarifies its contributions, limitations, and future directions.
8Table 1.1: Connections and differences between M1 and M2.
Characteristic M1 M2
BES
√ √
ABM
√ √
SN-Layer one-layer two-layer
SN-Type physical social network physical & online social network
Household Agent
√ √
Media Agent —
√
Number of Agents 29 over 2,000
Behavioral Model — improved TPB
Interaction Rule all agents can interact SEIR
Weight of Connections uniform
determined by local centrality,
spatial information,
social demographics
Quit WAP allowed not allowed
Network Randomness (Prewire) Prewire = 0.1 variable
Network Closeness Constant (CC ) variable CC =low
Households’ Memory Length
√
—
9CHAPTER 2. ANALYZING RESIDENTIAL WEATHERIZATION
DECISIONS USING HYBRID SIMULATION MODELING
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Abstract
Weatherizing residential buildings to make them more energy efficient offers great potential
for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and conserving resources in the face of climate change.
The adoption rate of such a good practice, however, remains low. The government and planning
agencies are trying to make the most effective policies to encourage households to weatherize and
conserve energy. Previous research suggests that not only factual knowledge about energy and
financial incentives drives households’ energy behaviors but also social interactions. We developed
a hybrid simulation model, integrating building energy simulation with an agent-based model,
which is embedded in social networks, to assist stakeholders in encouraging weatherization. One
application of the model to a residential block in Des Moines is presented.
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2.1 Introduction
Energy-efficient buildings are critical for increasing the resilience of urban communities in the
face of climate change. While there has been considerable focus on reducing energy use in newly-
constructed commercial buildings, existing residential buildings provide tremendous opportuni-
ties for energy savings. Residential buildings are currently responsible for approximately 21% of
all domestic energy use (U.S. Energy Information Association, 2013), and future demand for res-
idential heating and cooling is projected to increase significantly due to climate change (Petri
and Caldeira, 2015). Therefore, the U.S. Department of Energy (U.S. Department of Energy,
2016), therefore, has set a goal of reducing energy use in existing single-family homes by 35%
by 2025 (U.S. Department of Energys Building Technologies Office, 2017). Many U.S. cities have
set community-wide efficiency targets for residential building energy reduction as well (ACEEE,
2018). Achieving these goals will require aggressive implementation of energy-efficient technolo-
gies and retrofit strategies (Reyna and Chester, 2017), known as weatherization. Weatherization
includes a wide variety of measures that increase the energy efficiency of a residential building’s en-
closure, heating and cooling systems, and appliances (U.S. EERE, 2018a). Weatherization benefits
households by reducing energy bills over a sustained period of time, allowing residents to recu-
perate an average of 2.2 times the cost of the improvements (U.S. Department of Energy, 2016).
Furthermore, as temperatures increase with climate change, weatherization may enable residents
to avoid increased energy costs associated with cooling (Jagani and Passe, 2017).
Despite these benefits, weatherization involves up-front investment and potentially lengthy
financial payback, which can be barriers to adoption by low-income residents (Herna´ndez and
Phillips, 2015). Low-income urban residences have 20% greater median annual utility costs per
square foot than non-low-income residences (Drehobl and Ross, 2016). They spend 16.3% of their
annual income on residential energy expenditures, compared to 3.5% for non-low-income house-
holds, and they have an increased risk of illness and death due to living in buildings not properly
heated in winter or insufficiently cooled in summer (Reames, 2016). Thus, improving residential
building energy efficiency also has social implications related to equity.
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To assist low-income households in weatherizing, the DOE developed the Weatherization As-
sistance Program (WAP), which has provided subsidized weatherization services to more than
seven million low-income households since 1976 (U.S. Department of Energy, 2016). WAP pro-
vides grants to states, territories, and Native American tribes, which then contract with local
governments and nonprofit agencies to provide qualified low-income households (i.e., those with
income less than 200% of the federal poverty line) with energy efficiency upgrades, typically at no
cost to the household. In 2008, this program provided $5,000 of energy cost savings per weath-
erized unit, improved comfort and health, and reduced carbon emissions by two million metric
tons (U.S. EERE, 2018b). Despite these successes, few income-eligible households apply for weath-
erization assistance, and even fewer actually receive it (Fowlie et al., 2015). Many are simply
unaware of the existence of WAPs (Kathleen, 2006) or lack sufficient information about the process
and benefits (Reames, 2016), and/or are unwilling or unable to complete the time-intensive process,
which involves extensive paperwork to document eligibility, inspections, and retrofit implementa-
tion (Fowlie et al., 2015; Hoffman, 2017). All of these factors make involvement even more difficult
for non-English-speaking households (Kathleen, 2006).
Social psychology and behavioral science research has shown that the most effective techniques
for motivating weatherization adoption involve leveraging social norms to overcome status quo
and framing biases (Ashby, 2010). For example, WAP success depends on whether the program
is framed as a social policy-oriented program or an energy-related program (Ternes et al., 2007).
A national survey found that interacting with others about energy issues was the single largest
determinant of weatherization; residents who participated in social interactions were more than
twice as likely to have weatherized their homes (Southwell and Murphy, 2014). The interactions
likely served to convey locally relevant knowledge about weatherization and social norms, both
descriptive (“people like us weatherize”) and injunctive (“it’s good to weatherize”). Marketing
WAPs through a community group is one of the best ways to improve participation rates in low-
income households (Stern et al., 1986), due to the importance of engaging “trusted messengers” to
encourage community members to adopt weatherization (Fuller, 2010). Trusted messengers include
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community leaders such as school representatives, politicians, religious leaders, businesspeople,
and community organizations representatives. They encourage adoption by providing information,
publicity, and outreach, leading by example (upgrading their own homes and businesses), and
recruiting participants. These findings suggest that the success of a weatherization program depends
on policymakers’ understanding of the ways in which social norms and information sharing affect
adoption decisions.
In an effort to increase this understanding, a hybrid simulation model of an urban neighbor-
hood populated with autonomous “household” agents has been developed. A preliminary version
of this model is described in a proof-of-concept paper (Krejci et al., 2016). The version of the
model described in this paper is the next step in the development of a decision support tool that
will help city officials, planners, and residents develop policies and programs to increase weath-
erization adoption among low-income residents. The Capitol East Neighborhood in Des Moines,
Iowa, was chosen for a pilot study, primarily because of its social and economic composition. The
development of the simulation model described in this paper is one component of a larger research
project (Iowa State University, 2018) that aims to develop data-driven methods to improve the en-
ergy efficiency, sustainability and resilience of the built environment in low-resource neighborhoods
in Des Moines, thereby improving the quality of life of its residents.
The hybrid simulation model integrates three modeling techniques: 1) a building energy sim-
ulation model to calculate monthly energy consumption, 2) a social network-generating algorithm
to represent social interactions and community influence, and 3) an agent-based model (ABM) to
capture household weatherization decisions. The integrated hybrid model represents the complex
dynamic feedback loop that connects residents’ weatherization decisions, energy-related decision
outcomes, and communication of outcomes between community members, all of which influence
future decisions.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the three modeling techniques used in
developing the hybrid model and reviews relevant literature on social behavior models related to
energy conservation. Section 3 describes each model component in detail. Section 4 describes a set
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of experiments to demonstrate the model’s capabilities. Section 5 presents experimental results.
Finally, Section 6 explores potential policy implications, based on model outputs and preliminary
survey data collected from local residents.
2.2 Modeling Methods
The hybrid simulation model contains three components: building energy simulation, social
network analysis, and ABM (Figure 2.1).
Physical Surface Modeling
Rhino3D 
Urban Energy Modeling 
UMI
Social Network Analysis
+
Agent-based Model
NetLogoInput
Simulated Energy Consumption Data
Building Energy Simulation
Figure 2.1: Overview of the hybrid simulation model.
2.2.1 Building Energy Simulation
Building energy simulation is of considerable benefit for architects, engineers, and urban plan-
ners. With building material and geometry inputs, occupancy schedules, and climate data, energy
consumption can be predicted. However, in models currently used to simulate building energy use,
interactions between buildings and their environments are oversimplified (Anderson et al., 2015;
Moonen et al., 2012), as are the relationships between human energy-related behavior and energy
consumption. Recently it has become possible to develop integrated energy models for clusters
of urban buildings. One such urban energy simulation workflow, the Urban Modelling Interface
(umi) has been developed by MIT’s Sustainable Design Lab (Reinhart et al., 2013) as a plugin
for Rhinoceros 3D, a Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) modeler (McNeel et al., 2015).
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NURBS are mathematical curves, which enable the creation of 3D shapes in a computational design
environment. To date, umi has been used to model energy use in in Kuwait City (Cerezo et al.,
2015) and the City of Boston, but the input data for occupant schedules was schematic (Davila
et al., 2016). One of umi’s strengths is an open data structure that allows for addition of new
metrics. umi thus offers the ability to edit the material assembly of individual houses in the neigh-
borhood, such that the potential impact of different weatherization strategies (e.g., re-caulking
windows to decrease air infiltration; adding spray insulation in unfinished attics to prevent heat
loss during the winter) can be tested.
2.2.2 Social Network Analysis
Research has demonstrated that human social behavior influences energy-related behaviors. For
example, providing eco-feedback to building occupants about their energy consumption can promote
energy-saving behavior (Allcott, 2011; Faruqui et al., 2010; Fischer, 2008; Kang et al., 2012; Wilhite
and Ling, 1995). Some of this research assumes that occupants’ behaviors will be influenced by
their social networks via a normative comparison element, in which occupants compare their energy
consumption with peers and neighbors. For example, a spatial analysis of residential heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems shows that HVAC adoption is “contagious” or
spatially-dependent in adjacent neighborhoods due to social pressures and feedback (Noonan et al.,
2013). Furthermore, social influence can drive energy-saving behavior in occupants who receive
feedback on energy consumption (Jain et al., 2013).
Social network analysis (SNA) is a statistical method that has the potential to yield an im-
proved understanding of the social dynamics of energy-efficient behavior. A social network is a
structure consisting of entities (i.e., individuals, collective social units) with ties among them. SNA
identifies underlying patterns of social relations based on the ways entities are connected to each
other (Scott and Carrington, 2011; Wasserman and Faust, 1994). Real-life social networks often
contain thousands of individual actors connected via a variety of relationships. Such networks are
highly complex, exhibiting non-trivial topological properties (Boccaletti et al., 2006). Therefore,
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analyzing the structural characteristics of social networks requires the use of graph theory, where
a complex network is abstracted as a graph composed of nodes representing actors in the social
network and links representing relationships between actors. Through mathematical analysis, the
structural characteristics of the real network can be determined and underlying behavioral rules can
be revealed (Ferrara and Fiumara, 2012) This enables a greater understanding of the implications
of changes to the social network on outcomes of interest and the impacts of policy interventions on
social behaviors (Moffitt et al., 2001).
The most important characteristics of a social network are degree distribution, average path
length, clustering coefficient, and density:
Degree distribution: A single node in a social network can be characterized by its degree, where
the degree ki of node i is defined as the number of connections (edges) the node i has to neighboring
nodes (Boccaletti et al., 2006). For example, a person socially connected to 20 people has a degree
of 20. The overall network can be described in terms of the degrees of its constituent nodes via
a probability distribution P (k), which defines the probability that a node randomly selected from
the network will have degree k. P (k) is the ratio of the number of nodes with degree k (nk) to the
total number of nodes in the network (N):
P (k) =
nk
N
. (2.1)
Average path length: The shortest path dij between any two nodes i and j refers to the path
that connects them with the fewest edges. Most real networks have a short average path length
leading to the “small world” concept, where everyone is connected to everyone else through a short
path. The average path length of a networkis the average distance between two nodes, calculated
by finding the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes, summing the distances of these paths, and
then dividing by the total number of pairs (Fronczak et al., 2004).
Clustering coefficient : An individual node i in a network can also be characterized by a clustering
coefficient, which is a measure of the connectedness of its neighboring nodes with each other. The
clustering coefficient is often referred to as an “all-my-friends-know-each-other” property (Boccaletti
et al., 2006). The ratio of the actual number of edges to the maximum number of possible edges
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among k neighbors defines the clustering coefficient of node i (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). The
clustering coefficient for an entire networkis the average of the clustering coefficients of all N nodes
in the network.
Density : A network’s density is a measure of the closeness of its nodes. For example, the
network density of a family reunion would be high, while a public bus would be low. In an
undirected network (i.e., having bidirectional edges), the density is the ratio of the actual number
of edges in the network to the number of possible edges.
Figure 2.2 illustrates four classic network models: regular ring lattices, random graphs, small-
world networks, and scale-free networks. In a regular ring lattice, each node shares an edge with
all other nodes, such that the average path length, clustering coefficient, and density equal 1, and
all nodes have the same degree (N − 1). A random graph has a Poisson degree distribution and
randomly connected nodes. By contrast, the clustering coefficients of small-world and scale-free
networks are relatively high, with short average path lengths. A small-world network has a Poisson
degree distribution, while the degree distribution of a scale-free network follows a power law.
Figure 2.2: Four Kinds of Network Types (adapted from Anderson et al. (2012)).
Increases in computational power have enabled researchers to analyze complex real-world social
networks and gain a deeper understanding of their topologies. Results have demonstrated that many
real networks are characterized by similar topological properties, such as small average path lengths,
high clustering coefficients, and fat-tailed degree distributions (Amaral et al., 2000; Baraba´si, 2009;
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Boccaletti et al., 2006; Camacho et al., 2002; De Castro and Grossman, 1999; Ebel et al., 2002;
Grossman and Ion, 1995; He et al., 2010; Jeong et al., 2001, 2000; Johnson et al., 2014; Watts and
Strogatz, 1998). Two significant discoveries are the small-world and scale-free properties of most
complex networks. The small-world property describes the social connections that exist between
strangers via a chain of acquaintances and reflects the abundance of short paths in real social
networks. For example, six-degrees-of-separation theory states that any two people are socially
connected within a maximum of five intermediaries. An analysis of data from social network
platforms such as LiveJournal, YouTube, and Flickr found that the average path lengths of these
networks tend to be less than six (Mislove et al., 2007). The scale-free property describes the
phenomenon that relatively few nodes (i.e., central nodes) tend to have a degree much larger than
the average degree of the network nodes. Thus the degree distribution of the network follows a
power-law distribution (Baraba´si and Albert, 1999), where the probability that a given node will
have a degree k is described by:
P (k) = ck−λ, (2.2)
where 2 ≤ λ ≤ 3. The scale-free property has been observed repeatedly in real-world social
networks (Mislove et al., 2007; Willinger et al., 2009).
2.2.3 Agent-Based Modeling
Traditionally, models of building occupant behavior and building energy consumption have
used regression-based aggregate estimates of whole-building behavior in response to thermal stim-
uli (Nicol, 2001; Rijal et al., 2008; Steemers and Yun, 2009). However, this does not account for
heterogeneous individual occupant behavior, nor does it incorporate social influences (Langevin
et al., 2015). By contrast, agent-based modeling (ABM) is a bottom-up approach in which indi-
viduals are represented as discrete heterogeneous agents, which enables diverse human attributes,
behaviors, and decentralized decision making to be captured (Epstein and Axtell, 1996). With
ABM, multiple autonomous agents with intelligence (i.e., internal logic) can make complex deci-
sions and engage in complex interactions with other agents and objects to achieve one or more
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identifiable objectives. Over time, agents accumulate information about the outcomes of these in-
teractions and apply this knowledge to future decisions and behaviors (Gilbert and Troitzsch, 2005).
Capturing such dynamic agent adaptations is difficult, if not impossible, with other modeling ap-
proaches (Macal and North, 2005). ABM also enables humans to be realistically characterized and
modeled as boundedly rational agents that are capable of making subjective choices via explicit
decision rules (Bonabeau, 2002). This capability distinguishes ABM from rational choice modeling
(e.g., game theory), in which human actors are assumed to possess perfect information and infinite
computational capabilities, and always follow an equilibrium strategy to maximize their long-run
personal advantage (Farmer and Foley, 2009; Johnson et al., 2014).
Recent models of building occupant behavior and building energy consumption have utilized
ABM to capture human behavior. Most models described in the literature focus on the energy-
related behaviors of heterogeneous commercial building occupants to reduce energy usage while
maintaining adequate occupant thermal comfort. For example, ABM has been used to predict
occupants’ thermal comfort and related adaptive behaviors (e.g., clothing/thermostat adjustment,
opening/closing windows) (Langevin et al., 2015). Some of these models have been linked with
building energy simulation models. For example, an ABM linked to EnergyPlus simulated the
impacts of commercial office building occupant behaviors on thermal conditions and building energy
use (Lee and Malkawi, 2014). The model provided insight into the behaviors (e.g., using blinds)
that maximize comfort and minimize energy use. The literature describing ABMs of residential
energy applications is sparser. Hicks et al. (2015) developed an ABM that captures the adoption
of energy-efficient lighting technologies among individual residents, using survey data to inform
agent behavior. Chen et al. (2012) developed an ABM/EnergyPlus model of apartment building
residents to assess the impact of different building maintenance schedules on energy consumption
and occupant comfort.
SNA can be integrated with ABM to analyze agents’ behavior and interactions in simulated
networks to determine the effects of social network characteristics on agent behavior. Chen et al.
(2012) proposed an ABM to study the influence that different social network characteristics have on
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occupants’ energy consumption behavior and determined that while network size was unimportant,
networks with higher degrees tended to exhibit more energy-conserving behavior. However, a ran-
dom network was used, which is very different from the structure of a real-life social network. Using
SNA and ABM, Anderson et al. (2013) determined that network type and structure have a major
influence on occupants’ energy consumption when an energy-use intervention is introduced. Exper-
imentation with four different types of networks indicated that network type and structure have a
major influence on occupants’ energy consumption when an energy-use intervention is introduced.
Friege et al. (2016) incorporated social and geographic factors into an ABM of individuals’ decisions
to install insulation in their homes. Their results suggest that the residents’ social networks have
a much stronger influence on this decision than financial incentives.
2.3 Hybrid Simulation Model Description
This section describes the hybrid simulation model that was developed to explore the impacts
of social interactions on weatherization decisions for households located in the Capitol East Neigh-
borhood under pre- and post-weatherization conditions.
2.3.1 Building Energy Model Description
umi (described in Section 2.1) was used to generate the comparative building energy consump-
tion data that informs the weatherization decisions of the household agents in the ABM. A detailed
energy model of a single residential block in the Capitol East Neighborhood was developed to show
the potential energy savings that would result from a resident’s decision to weatherize their home.
The one-block area of the neighborhood was selected because of the similarity of the buildings in
both use and construction, while still representing a large range of square footage. The 29 buildings
that comprise this block are all residential and built with wood-framed construction.
First, spatial information was extracted from GIS maps that are maintained by the City of
Des Moines to model building footprints, streets, sidewalks, and lot boundaries. Rough floor plans
that indicate which areas are more than one story high are available for each house, and this
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information was used to refine the individual 3D building models. The second step was to use the
information available in the Polk County Assessor’s database (Polk County Assessor website, 2015)
to extract the building-related data needed to build the umi energy model. Each building’s address,
parcel number, number of building stories, date of construction, and number of separate residences
contained within were extracted. An identification system for each house was derived from the
parcel number of each lot and was used to cross-reference information between the Rhino-umi
model and the Assessor’s data. The 3D building models were created by extruding each building’s
footprint to the given roof elevation included within the GIS data, and then manually edited later
using measurements from the Assessor’s floorplans to more accurately reflect the true size of the
house. This step is important, because the umi energy simulation analyzes each structure based
on the volume of a given structure, and most multiple-story houses are only “full height” over a
certain percentage of their floor area. Lastly wall and roof thermal properties were extracted to
generate generalized building characteristics templates and schedules.
2.3.2 Social Network Model Description
The BarabsiAlbert (BA) algorithm was used to generate the topology of a scale-free social
network in NetLogo. The BA algorithm starts with a random network model used to incorporate
preferential attachment, also known as the “rich-get-richer” effect (Merton, 1968). As a social
network is generated, a new edge has a greater probability of attaching to nodes with higher
degrees. This reflects a real-life social phenomenon: people are more likely to connect with someone
who already has many connections. Networks generated by the BA algorithm have other realistic
characteristics. Compared to a random network, BA models have generally significantly higher
empirically-determined clustering, systematically shorter average path lengths, and their degree
distribution follows a power-law distribution.
The BA algorithm starts with an initial network of m0 nodes. New nodes are added to the
network one at a time. Each new node is connected to CC existing nodes, where CC ≤ m0. CC
is a “closeness constant”, which determines the connectedness of the network. Intuitively, larger
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values of CC increase the number of links presenting in the network, and more links imply more
potential paths between node pairs, such that they are “closer”. A new node will connect to an
existing node with a probability pi proportional to the number of links that existing node i already
has:
pi =
ki∑
j kj
, (2.3)
where ki is the degree of node i.
The BA model was used to generate a scale-free network of 29 agents representing 29 households.
Figure 2.3 shows two BA networks with the same network size but different CC values. The network
with larger CC value is much denser.
! = 29, && = 1, ()*+,-. = 0.0686 ! = 29, && = 4, ()*+,-. = 0.2451
Figure 2.3: Two networks with the same network size and different closeness constant values.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of the output of the network generation process for the 29-node
network with m0 = 2 and CC = 2. Each node has an influence factor that impacts the degree to
which its information level changes when it interacts with another node. For example, a community
leader may have relatively greater influence on members of his/her community. The influence factor
of node i, denoted as influence factori, is positively related to node i’s degree ki, its clustering
coefficient Ci (Chen et al., 2012), and its node type. Node type is a random integer between 0
and 3, where larger values represent greater influence. For example, the 29-household network can
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Figure 2.4: An example of the social network generation process.
include a node that represents a community leader (node type 3). The influence factor of node i is:
influence factori = 0.1× ki
kmax
+ 0.1× Ci
Cmax
+0.8× node typei, (2.4)
where kmax and Cmax refer to the network’s maximum degree and clustering coefficient values.
2.3.3 Agent-based Model Description
2.3.3.1 Agents
Each of the 29 household agents represents a set of residents occupying one of 29 houses on the
Capitol East Neighborhood block modeled in the building energy model. Each agent represents
a household instead of an individual resident because weatherization decisions are assumed to be
made at the household level. Each agent is assumed to qualify for WAP, which provides installation
assistance at no cost to the household.
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Each household agent has three constant parameters for each 24-month simulation:
• House ID: A specific identification number that links the agent to a building in the building
energy model.
• Monthly Energy Consumption: A vector containing 24 entries representing each agent’s
monthly energy consumption. The first 12 entries represent the agent’s energy consump-
tion in each month of the year under pre-weatherization conditions, and the remaining 12
entries represent monthly consumption under post-weatherization conditions. This data is
generated by the building energy model prior to running the ABM.
• Satisfaction Threshold: A threshold below which an agent is dissatisfied with its household
energy costs, which triggers the agent to consider weatherization. The threshold for all agents
is 0.35.
Additionally, each agent has eight state variables that may change in each monthly time-step:
• Weatherization Level: A binary variable representing the agents’ current weatherization sta-
tus: weatherized (1) or not (0). An agent’s weatherization level can change from 0 to 1, but
cannot revert from 1 to 0 (i.e., weatherization is irreversible).
• Current Utility: This represents an agent’s level of satisfaction, on a scale of 0 to 1 (0 is “least
satisfied”, 1 is “most satisfied”). Utility is assumed to be a linear function of the agent’s
energy cost (c) in the current month m. A linear function was chosen for simplicity, since
there is currently insufficient empirical data to approximate each household’s risk tolerance
parameters (Chelst and Canbolat, 2011). The endpoints of each agent’s utility function are
its maximum and minimum possible monthly energy costs ( cmax and cmin, respectively),
extracted from the output provided by the building energy model. An agent’s current utility
U(m) in time-step m is:
U(m) =
cmax − c
cmax − cmin (2.5)
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• Memory Length: Each agent makes weatherization decisions based on its energy costs in the
previous L months (i.e., each agent only stores L months of energy costs in its “memory”).
• Utility History: A vector that stores the agent’s utility values from the previous L months.
• Cost History: A vector that stores the agent’s energy costs from the previous L months.
• Weighted Utility: It is assumed that that recent events will have a stronger influence on an
agent’s decision process. To capture this effect, an agent’s energy costs in recent months are
weighted more heavily when assessing its current level of satisfaction. For example, if L = 4
and U(m) is the agent’s utility in time-step m, in the ninth month the agent’s weighted utility
would be:
Uw =
4u9 + 3u8 + 2u7 + u6
4 + 3 + 2 + 1
(2.6)
• Satisfaction Level: If the weighted utility of an agent is greater than its satisfaction threshold,
its satisfaction level is set to 1, which means the agent is satisfied with its household energy
cost; otherwise, its satisfaction level is set to 0.
• Information Level: This state variable consists of two components: the agent’s level of in-
formation about WAP and its level of information about self-weatherization. Its information
level on WAP (iwap) represents the degree to which an agent is informed about WAP (e.g.,
how to apply, eligibility, benefits), while its information level on self-weatherization (iwap)
represents how informed it is about weatherizing its home without assistance (e.g., payback
periods, level of difficulty, expected energy cost savings). The variable falls between 0 (i.e.,
completely uninformed) and 1 (i.e., fully informed). It is assumed that each agent’s level
of information will remain the same or increase in each time-step; the agent never becomes
less-informed.
• Self-weatherization Probability: This represents the probability that an agent will decide
to weatherize its house without WAP. The probability increases/decreases with decreas-
ing/increasing payback period length and increasing/decreasing information level about self-
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weatherization. The agent estimates the length of the weatherization payback period by
dividing the cost of weatherization by the weighted average of the agent’s cost history. The
cost of weatherization is fixed throughout each simulation run and is assumed to be accurate
and identical for each agent.
• Assistance Status:This variable represents an agent’s WAP status as one of five discrete levels
in each time-step:
– Level 0: Agent has not yet applied for assistance.
– Level 1: Agent has applied for assistance and is waiting for a response.
– Level 2: Agent has been approved to receive assistance.
– Level 3: Agent has made an appointment to receive assistance.
– Level 4: Agent’s home has been weatherized by the agency providing assistance.
An agent’s assistance status cannot return to a previous value, unless it decides to cancel its
appointment (i.e., its status may revert from Level 3 to Level 2).
2.3.3.2 ABM Submodels
The ABM contains five submodels. The initialization submodel is run once at the beginning of
each simulation run. The remaining four submodels are run in sequence in each monthly time-step.
Initialization: Each agent is assigned a unique number corresponding to the location of its
house in the building energy model. The agent is initialized to a weatherization level of 0 (i.e., no
weatherization), an assistance status of 0 (i.e., not applied), a satisfaction level of 1 (i.e., perfectly
satisfied), an information level of 0 (i.e., no information about weatherization), and the entries in
their utility and cost history lists are all set to 1 (i.e., perfect utility). The 29 agents are connected
via a scale-free social network generated using the BA model. Each agent is assigned its 24 monthly
energy consumption values (in kilowatt hours) generated by the building energy model.
Update application and weatherization status: If an agent has applied for assistance and is
waiting for a response (level 1) or has made an appointment and is waiting for service (level 3),
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and the waiting period for that agent has ended in the current time-step, the agent’s status is
updated to level 2 (approved for assistance) or level 4 (it has received weatherization assistance),
respectively. If the agent is currently at level 4, its current weatherization status is updated from
0 (i.e., not weatherized) to 1 (i.e., weatherized).
Update memory, assess satisfaction, and assess self-weatherization probability: Based on current
weatherization level and current month, each household agent determines its total energy cost by
multiplying its total monthly energy consumption (in kilowatt hours) by the current cost per
kilowatt hour. This value is appended to the agent’s cost history list, and the oldest value in this
list is removed. The weighted average of this updated list is used to update its self-weatherization
probability. The current energy cost value is used to calculate the current utility value, which is
appended to its utility history list, and the oldest list value is removed. The agent accesses this list
to calculate its weighted average utility value, compare it to its threshold utility value, and update
its satisfaction level.
Gather information: In this submodel, the agents acquire information about the WAP and
self-weatherization. The increase in an agent’s level of information is random and depends upon
its interactions with the other 28 agents, as well as its current satisfaction level. If the agent
does not interact with other agents, as in the base-case experiment, then the incremental increase
in information is simply a uniformly distributed random value between 0 and 0.05 (if the agent
is satisfied) or 0 and 0.10 (if the agent is dissatisfied), with an upper bound of 1.00. This logic
assumes that a dissatisfied agent will be more motivated to seek out information and more likely
to increase its knowledge of the WAP in a given time-step.
In the agents’ social network, not every agent has a direct connection with all others. In
the experimental cases in which agents are allowed to interact, it is assumed that in each time-
step an agent A is guaranteed to interact and share information with all agents with which it
has direct connections, while the probability of an interaction with a “stranger” (i.e., no direct
connection) is 0.10. It is assumed that “strangers” have less influence on agent A than direct
connections. Therefore, for a given influence factor value, the maximum possible increase in agent
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A’s information level based on an interaction with a “stranger” is assumed to be half that of a
neighbor.
When agent A and agent B interact, and agent B has weatherized its home and is currently sat-
isfied, then agent A’s information level will increase based on agent A’s satisfaction level, agent B’s
weatherization approach (i.e., with assistance or self-weatherization), and the connection between
A and B (see Table 2.1 for detailed rules).
Table 2.1: Rules for interaction-based information level increases
Agent A
Satisfaction
Level
Agent B
Weatherization
Approach
Agent A -
- Agent B
Connection
Increase in Agent A
Weatherization Assistance
Information Level
Increase in Agent A
Self-Weatherization
Information Level
1 assistance connected uniform(0, 0.20)×
influence factorB
N/A
1 assistance strangers uniform(0, 0.10)×
influence factorB
N/A
0 assistance connected uniform(0, 0.50)×
influence factorB
N/A
0 assistance strangers uniform(0, 0.25)×
influence factorB
N/A
1 self-weatherized connected N/A uniform(0, 0.20)×
influence factorB
1 self-weatherized strangers N/A uniform(0, 0.10)×
influence factorB
0 self-weatherized connected N/A uniform(0, 0.50)×
influence factorB
0 self-weatherized strangers N/A uniform(0, 0.25)×
influence factorB
Deliberate: In this submodel, each agent decides whether it will weatherize its home, either with
or without WAP. If an agent is dissatisfied, and its assistance status is at level 0, it must decide
whether it will apply for assistance, which depends on its weighted average utility and information
level. The lower the utility value U and the higher the information level on WAP iwap, the greater
the likelihood the agent will apply, with probability:
Papply = 0.1− 0.1× U + 0.1× iwap. (2.7)
If the agent decides to apply, its assistance status is updated to level 1, and it is assigned a
randomly selected application waiting period, with a maximum possible wait time of six months. If
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the agent decides not to apply, it will subsequently consider whether it will pay for weatherization
out of pocket, with a likelihood defined by the agent’s self-weatherization probability. If the agent
decides to weatherize without assistance, it is assumed that it does not have to wait, and its current
weatherization status is updated from 0 to 1 in the current time-step.
If an agent is dissatisfied, and its assistance status is at level 1 (applied), it must decide whether
to continue waiting for a response or to pay for weatherization out of pocket. The probability that
an agent will decide to pay to weatherize its home increases for longer elapsed wait times. If
the agent decides to pay, it is assumed that the agent’s home will be weatherized in the current
time-step.
If an agent is dissatisfied, and its assistance status is at level 2 (approved), it is assumed
that the agent will schedule an appointment for weatherization assistance. Its assistance status is
updated to level 3, and it is assigned a randomly selected appointment waiting period, the maximum
possible wait time for an appointment is two months. If a dissatisfied agent has previously made
an appointment to receive weatherization assistance (i.e., assistance status level 3), it is assumed
that the agent will continue to wait for its appointment.
No matter whether an agent is currently satisfied or dissatisfied, the agent may cancel its
appointment (i.e., change to its assistance status is from level 3 to level 2). The probability
that an agent cancels its appointment increases with increasing overall utility values, based on
the assumption that a highly satisfied agent might not want to bother with the inconvenience of
following through with the weatherization appointment. If the agent has waited a long time for
the appointment, it is more likely to go ahead with the appointment than if it has just recently
scheduled (i.e., the agent has a sunk cost bias with respect to waiting time). For an agent, the
probability of canceling is:
Pcancel = U × (tappointment − tcurrent). (2.8)
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2.4 Experiments
The hybrid model was used to perform experiments to test the impacts of changes to key pa-
rameter values on the number of weatherized households over 24 simulated monthly time-steps.
First, the building energy model generated the simulated monthly energy consumption values for
each household in each month for pre- and post-weatherization conditions. umi assigned a simu-
lation template to each of the 29 houses in the 3D Rhino building model. This template reflects
the construction type and condition of the house. umi translated this information into values of
thermal performance and infiltration rate (i.e., the rate at which a given structure allows condi-
tioned air to exchange with unconditioned outdoor air), which has a significant impact on energy
consumption. Using infiltration rate and thermal resistance as the target impact areas, the baseline
pre-weatherization file used the ASHRAE minimum performance requirement for attic insulation
within wood framed attic construction (i.e., a 0.15-meter-thick layer of fiberglass batt insulation
and a 0.12-meter-thick layer of polystyrene insulation). The total R-value of the roof assembly was
8.55 m2K/W. The post-weatherization file doubled the thickness of both layers to 0.3 meters and
0.24 meters, respectively, increasing the R-value to 16.04 m2K/W. The assumed air infiltration rate
for existing structures in the baseline template was 0.75 ach, and the post-weatherization rate was
0.25 ach.
Combined with a historical weather file (the Typical Meteorological Year 3 data) for the City
of Des Moines (Wilcox and Marion, 2008), the model simulated the monthly household energy
performance, split into heating, cooling, and lighting. The simulation was run twice: once using
the pre-weatherization templates, and then again using the post-weatherization templates. This
yielded two comparative data sets, which were exported as text files. The values in these text
files were then read into the ABM during its initialization and were stored as each respective
household agent’s monthly energy consumption parameter values. A color-coded visualization of
the pre-weatherized energy consumption for the 29 houses is shown in Figure 2.5.
The values of four parameters in the ABM were experimentally varied over the course of a
24-month simulation run:
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Figure 2.5: umi model: energy consumption visualization of Capitol East neighborhood
• interact: This binary system parameter was assigned either a value of 0 or 1, where 0 indicates
that the 29 household agents are not allowed to interact, and 1 indicates that interactions are
allowed.
• Network Closeness Constant (CC): The closeness constant used in generating the social net-
work, assigned one of two possible values: low (1) or high (4).
• Agent Memory Length (L): The memory length of all 29 agents was assigned one of two
values: short (2 months) or long (5 months).
• leader: This system parameter determines the presence of a community leader (i.e., node
type 3) among the 29 household agents. If present, this leader is assumed to have a strong
influence on other agents when they are gathering information about weatherization. The
parameter is experimentally assigned one of three different values:
– NoLeader (NL): There is no community leader agent present in the network.
– AssistanceLeader (AL): One of the 29 household agents is a community leader that has
weatherized its residence using WAP prior to the start of the simulation.
– NoAssistanceLeader (NAL): One of the 29 household agents is a community leader that
has self-weatherized its residence without WAP prior to the start of the simulation.
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These parameters were experimentally varied across 14 simulated scenarios, summarized in Ta-
ble 2.2. Twenty 24-month simulations were run for each scenario. The total number of weatherized
buildings N was captured in each monthly time-step and averaged over 20 replications.
Table 2.2: Experimental Conditions. — means not applicable
Experiment interact CC L leader
E1 1 Low Short NAL
E2 1 Low Short AL
E3 1 Low Short NL
E4 1 Low Long NAL
E5 1 Low Long AL
E6 1 Low Long NL
E7 1 High Short NAL
E8 1 High Short AL
E9 1 High Short NL
E10 1 High Long NAL
E11 1 High Long AL
E12 1 High Long NL
E13 0 — Short —
E14 0 — Long —
2.5 Results
To gain an understanding of the relationships between the four experimental parameters and
the key output metric of interest (i.e., number of weatherized households), t-tests were conducted.
Results are reported as significant for p < 0.05 and highly significant for p < 0.001 Cohen’s d was
calculated to determine the effect size of each parameter, which indicates the difference between
two means in units of standard deviation. Table 2.3 contains descriptors for threshold magnitudes
of d = 0.01 to 2.0 (Cohen, 1988; Sawilowsky, 2009). The One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
was used to confirm the normality of the data.
Table 2.3: Cohen’s d effect size thresholds
Effect Size d Effect Size d Effect Size d
Very small 0.01 Small 0.20 Medium 0.50
Large 0.80 Very large 1.20 Huge 2.00
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Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the average number of weatherized households in each monthly
time-step and the average total energy consumption in the final time-step (kWh), respectively, for
all 14 experimental scenarios over 20 replications. The experimental scenarios that yielded the
lowest total energy consumption (E7, E1, and E10) had more weatherized households, as would be
expected. Weatherization adoption increased markedly in months 2 and 3 (February and March
of year 1) and in months 13-15 (January, February, and March of year 2) across all 14 scenarios.
This result provides a measure of model verification the City of Des Moines typically experiences
its coldest annual temperatures (with an average high of 33.5◦F and low of 16.5◦F in January and
February, and residents’ energy bills tend to be highest in these months. Weatherization decisions
are influenced by energy costs.
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Figure 2.6: Average number of weatherized households in each time-step for each experimental
scenario
The total number of weatherized homes varies considerably. To better understand the reasons
for these differences, the output data in the final time-step were analyzed with respect to different
levels of the key experimental factors. Figure 2.8 shows the average number of weatherized houses
in the final time-step for the 12 experimental scenarios in which agents could interact, for three
different levels of community leader agent: no community leader (NL), community leader that
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Figure 2.7: Average and standard error of the total energy consumption in the final time-step
(kWh)
weatherized with assistance (AL), and a community leader that self-weatherized (NAL). The t-test
and Cohen’s d values are shown in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5. There is no significant difference
between the number of weatherized households in the final time-step when incorporating a leader
that weatherized with assistance (AL). By contrast, the presence of a self-weatherized leader (NAL)
significantly increases the number of weatherized households in all experimental scenarios (p <
.001, d > 1.2), with all or nearly all 29 household agents adopting weatherization. In addition to
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Figure 2.8: Average number of weatherized households in the final time-step for three levels of
community leader presence
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Table 2.4: Comparisons of “leader : NL” and “leader : AL” subjects
Group Configuration Mean SD t(19) p
Control
Experimental
E3-CC : low, L: short, leader : NL
E2-CC : low, L: short, leader : AL
13.7
12.4
7.3
5.0
0.8 .41
Control
Experimental
E6-CC : low, L: long, leader : NL
E5-CC : low, L: long, leader : AL
1.7
2.0
1.0
1.1
-0.9 .38
Control
Experimental
E9-CC : high, L: short, leader : NL
E8-CC : high, L: short, leader : AL
20.6
17.9
9.1
7.0
1.0 .34
Control
Experimental
E12-CC : high, L: long, leader : NL
E11-CC : high, L: long, leader : AL
2.1
2.5
2.0
1.2
-0.9 .40
Table 2.5: Comparisons of “leader : NL” and “leader : NAL” subjects
Group Configuration Mean SD t(19) p d
Control
Experimental
E3-CC : low, L: short, leader : NL
E1-CC : low, L: short, leader : NAL
13.7
26.4
7.3
2.3
-6.6 < .001 2.10
Control
Experimental
E6-CC : low, L: long, leader : NL
E4-CC : low, L: long, leader : NAL
1.7
15.1
1.0
2.3
-23.2 < .001 7.75
Control
Experimental
E9-CC : high, L: short, leader : NL
E7-CC : high, L: short, leader : NAL
20.6
29.0
9.1
0.0
-4.1 < .001 1.53
Control
Experimental
E12-CC : high, L: long, leader : NL
E10-CC : high, L: long, leader : NAL
2.1
26.0
2.0
2.1
-38.7 < .001 11.75
the importance of a self-weatherized leader, the roles of social interactions and connectedness had
strongly positive effects, allowing for more household agents to adopt weatherization in scenarios
with no leader at all.
Figure 2.9 shows the average number of weatherized houses in the final time-step when the
household agents’ memory lengths are either short or long. t-test and Cohen’s d value are shown
in Table 2.6. In all cases, significantly more agents weatherize when they have short memories
than when they have long memories (p < .001, d > 2). Agents with longer memories are relatively
insensitive to energy cost increases in winter, whereas agents with a short memory length tend to
be highly responsive to changes in energy costs and more influenced to adopt weatherization due
to a sudden increase in costs.
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Figure 2.9: Average number of weatherized households in the final time-step for short and long
agent memory lengths
Figure 2.10 shows that a high closeness constant (CC ) yields more weatherization than a low
CC. Table 2.7 summarizes the t-test and Cohen’s d values. The effect is only significant for the
scenarios in which a community leader that self-weatherized is present (p < .001, d > 1.2), or
households have short agent memory length (p < .05, d > 0.8). These results demonstrate the
importance of density in a social network greater connectedness can yield a self-reinforcing circle
in which information about weatherization (and therefore weatherization adoption behavior) can
spread more widely.
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Table 2.6: Comparisons of “L: short” and “L: long” subjects
Group Configuration Mean SD t (19) p d
Control
Experimental
E13-No Interact, L: short
E14-No Interact, L: long
7.1
1.8
2.8
1.2
7.2 < .001 2.49
Control
Experimental
E3-CC : low, L: short, leader : NL
E6-CC : low, L: long, leader : NL
13.7
1.7
7.3
1.0
7.6 < .001 2.36
Control
Experimental
E9-CC : high, L: short, leader : NL
E12-CC : high, L: long, leader : NL
20.6
2.1
9.1
2.0
9.0 < .001 2.87
Control
Experimental
E1-CC : low, L: short, leader : NAL
E4-CC : low, L: long, leader : NAL
26.4
15.1
2.3
2.3
13.5 < .001 5.10
Control
Experimental
E7-CC : high, L: short, leader : NAL
E10-CC : high, L: long, leader : NAL
29.0
26.0
0.0
2.1
6.5 < .001 2.09
Control
Experimental
E2-CC : low, L: short, leader : AL
E5-CC : low, L: long, leader : AL
12.4
2.0
5.0
1.1
9.7 < .001 2.97
Control
Experimental
E8-CC : high, L: short, leader : AL
E11-CC : high, L: long, leader : AL
17.9
2.5
7.0
1.2
9.5 < .001 3.70
Table 2.7: Comparisons of “CC : low” and “CC : high” subjects
Group Configuration Mean SD t (19) p d
Control
Experimental
E3-CC : low, L: short, leader : NL
E9-CC : high, L: short, leader : NL
13.7
20.6
7.3
9.1
-3.5 .003 0.86
Control
Experimental
E6-CC : low, L: long, leader : NL
E12-CC : high, L: long, leader : NL
1.7
2.1
1.0
2.0
-1.0 .33
Control
Experimental
E1-CC : low, L: short, leader : NAL
E7-CC : high, L: short, leader : NAL
26.4
29.0
2.3
0.0
-5.2 < .001 1.67
Control
Experimental
E4-CC : low, L: long, leader : NAL
E10-CC : high, L: long, leader : NAL
15.1
26.0
2.3
2.1
-14.0 < .001 5.06
Control
Experimental
E2-CC : low, L: short, leader : AL
E8-CC : high, L: short, leader : AL
12.4
17.9
5.0
7.0
-2.9 .009 0.94
Control
Experimental
E5-CC : low, L: long, leader : AL
E11-CC : high, L: long, leader : AL
2.0
2.5
1.1
1.2
-1.4 .18
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Figure 2.11 illustrates the number of weatherized households in each scenario’s final time-step,
where agents were allowed to interact. Results indicate that the presence of a self-weatherized
community leader consistently yielded the greatest number of weatherized households. Nearly
all weatherization adoptions, across all scenarios, were performed without assistance. Notably,
most self-weatherized households did not apply for WAP before weatherization, either because
they were uninformed about WAP or because they were dissatisfied with WAP. Some agents did
apply for WAP, but finally chose to pay for weatherization out of pocket because of long delays for
appointment.
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Figure 2.11: Number of weatherized households in the final time-step over 20 simulation replications
2.6 Discussion
This section discusses the experiment results in the context of policies that may have potential
for increasing weatherization adoption. Four recommended policies are discussed.
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2.6.1 Encourage Community Connectedness and Engagement
Experimental results from the model indicate that social interactions greatly increase weath-
erization adoption rates. After 24 months, an average of 14.1 household agents had weatherized
when agents could interact and share information, whereas only 4.4 households weatherized when
no interactions were allowed. The literature supports this result, indicating that information shar-
ing via social interactions is a key influence in weatherization decisions; one study showed that it
doubled the likelihood of weatherization (Southwell and Murphy, 2014).
Results also demonstrated that greater connectedness among household agents increased adop-
tion. Using a larger closeness constant increased the network’s connectedness and frequency of
agent interactions. This significantly increased the rate of weatherization adoption in four of the
six experimental scenarios in which a large closeness constant was. These results agree with data
from a preliminary survey in which 34 local residents were asked questions related to their atti-
tude, knowledge, and experience with weatherization (Stonewall et al., tted). According to the
survey, 71% of respondents would be more likely to make weatherization changes to their home
if they saw a neighbor doing the same. These results suggest that promoting connectedness and
encouraging community engagement can support increased weatherization adoption. For example,
providing opportunities for neighborhood residents to share information about energy conservation
techniques (e.g., through community events) could be valuable.
These results emphasize the impact of local residents’ sharing their experience on taking tangible
action. Such results match research in the social sciences that places social connectedness and action
as a crucial combination for creating more resilient communities, particularly for resource-vulnerable
populations. This combination, known as social capital, involves the central role of action in the
coming together of individuals within groups and then connecting with external partners to form
the collaborative ties needed for resilient, adaptive communities (Adger, 2003; Ashwill et al., 2011;
Houston et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2012; Wolf et al., 2010). Experimental results support the impact
that agents taking their own action (i.e., self-weatherization) and interacting with each other can
have on improving the quality of life in a community. Thus, it may be useful for policymakers
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working with communities that are not well-connected and that may not have easily identifiable
leaders to gather momentum for change first through community engagement where residents can
share experiences with each other and then take simple, inexpensive action.
2.6.2 Leverage the Influence of Trusted Messengers
A community leader was important in encouraging weatherization adoption, significantly in-
creasing the number of household agents that weatherized (24.1 households vs. 9.5 households).
The literature supports this outcome, emphasizing the importance of trusted messengers in in-
creasing weatherization adoption in a community (Fuller, 2010). Furthermore, the results of a local
survey indicated that more than half of respondents (59%) would turn to neighborhood association
leaders and/or experts at community events to learn about weatherization (Stonewall et al., tted).
These results indicate that policymakers should consider dedicating resources to training commu-
nity leaders about weatherization techniques. Particularly for low-income neighborhoods where
some residents may be un- or under-employed, city officials may also consider offering training that
could lead to employment in city-provided weatherization services such as energy audits. These
new professionals/leaders could then use their influence to teach others in the community about
weatherization practices.
The literature also suggests that a key role for trusted messengers involves explaining to com-
munity members how WAPs work and recruiting them to participate (Fuller, 2010). However,
when a leader agent was present that had weatherized with assistance, the model results showed no
significant impact on the final number of weatherized households. This result reflects the strength
of the agents’ perception of weatherization assistance as providing less satisfaction (in terms of
their utility values) than self-weatherization. The influence of a trusted messenger was unable to
overcome this perception.
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2.6.3 Invest in Publicizing and Improving the Efficiency of WAPs
In the model, agents’ decisions about applying to the WAP were based on their awareness of
the program and their beliefs about the process. Nearly all of the agents that weatherized chose
to self-weatherize (80%), rather than using the services of the WAP. The literature supports this
result, with very few income-eligible households applying for weatherization assistance because
of a lack of awareness and perceptions that the application and approval processes are difficult,
inconvenient, and lengthy (Fowlie et al., 2015; Kathleen, 2006). Similarly, 76% of the local survey
respondents indicated that they would be willing to reduce their energy bills via self-weatherization,
while only 41% would seek assistance from a weatherization program (Stonewall et al., tted). Of
the participants who indicated that they had previously sought assistance to cover the cost of
weatherization, 43 % mentioned having a poor experience or long wait time. Of the participants
who had not previously applied for assistance, 42% mentioned that they were unaware of the
program.
These results suggest that, if WAPs are to be effective in increasing adoption, potential recipients
must perceive them as being efficient and convenient. A program’s good reputation can then
be reinforced and disseminated via trusted messengers and social interactions among community
members to increase participation.
2.6.4 Periodically Remind Residents about Seasonal Peak Energy Costs
Significantly more household agents decided to weatherize when they had short memories (18.1
households) than long memories (7.3 households). Shorter memory length made agents more sensi-
tive to the high energy costs experienced in winter months. Social psychology confirms that these
kinds of “recency effects” tend to bias human decision making to weigh recent events more heavily
than earlier events (Laham and Forgas, 2007).
This suggests that periodically reminding residents about high seasonal energy bills could en-
courage increased weatherization adoption. For example, the bill (City of Ames, 2017) shown in
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Figure 2.12 provides a graph of the resident’s energy usage history, which may help to keep high
winter heating costs fresh in memory and potentially increase the likelihood of weatherization.
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Figure 2.12: An example energy bill form
2.7 Conclusion
Significant amounts of public funds have been allocated to WAPs that are intended to help low-
resource residents improve the energy efficiency of their homes, thereby improving the resilience
of the community and quality of life. However, they have not been as effective as they could
be. Many qualified residents are unaware that such programs exist, or they perceive that the
program’s potential benefits do not outweigh the struggle with the application and implementation
processes. While improving the efficiency of assistance programs is necessary to increase adoption
rates, convincing residents to weatherize also requires that common cognitive decision biases (e.g.,
status quo and framing biases) are overcome by leveraging social norms, community connectedness,
and trusted messengers.
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The hybrid simulation model presented in this paper can be used to inform the decisions of
urban policymakers, enabling them to explore the impacts of different interventions on households’
weatherization decisions. The model connects the dynamic social interactions, adaptations, and
decision processes of individual and autonomous urban households with the physics of building en-
ergy usage. The model allows parameters of interest (e.g., social network density, agents’ memories
and decision processes, influence of a trusted messenger) to be experimentally varied such that the
relationships between these parameters and output metrics of interest (e.g., weatherization adop-
tion, assistance program usage, energy consumption) can be observed and analyzed. Understanding
these relationships can help to inform effective policy-related decisions.
The next stage of model development involves empirical validation. A survey is being developed
and administered to over 1000 households in three contiguous neighborhoods,on the east side of Des
Moines, including Capitol East. This survey will collect relevant data on household demographics,
individual and social behaviors related to energy and weatherization, building infrastructure, and
previous weatherization efforts. Model outputs will be compared and tuned to the behaviors of
the real-life urban neighborhoods via an iterative modeling validation process. The model will
be further validated through participatory modeling with key stakeholders and policymakers in
Des Moines, such that sufficient “buy-in” is generated to build trust in model outputs, encourage
adoption of the model as a decision support tool, and support the creation of data-driven policy
for increased energy conservation and long-term community resilience.
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CHAPTER 3. WEATHERIZATION ADOPTION IN A MULTILAYER
SOCIAL NETWORK: AN AGENT-BASED APPROACH
Modified from a paper pulished in CSSSA’s Annual Conference on Computational Social Science, 2017
Wanyu Huang, Caroline C. Krejci, Michael C. Dorneich, Ulrike Passe
Abstract
Energy conservation in residential buildings has been a topic of interest in recent years because
of their high levels of energy consumption. Weatherization is set of approaches that can be used
to make buildings more energy-efficient, thereby helping residents lower their energy bills and im-
proving environmental sustainability. However, there are two significant challenges associated with
weatherization adoption: high upfront investment costs with a long payback period, and minimal
awareness of weatherization and its benefits. This paper proposes an agent-based model that will
allow researchers to explore residents’ socially-motivated energy conservation decisions by providing
a realistic social context via a multilayer social network and incorporating opinion dynamics based
on the Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered epidemic model. Several experimental scenarios
are run to demonstrate the model’s potential to help policymakers determine how to encourage
residential weatherization adoption.
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3.1 Introduction
The promotion of energy-saving innovations in residential buildings has been an area of signifi-
cant interest in recent years (Friege et al., 2016; Southwell and Murphy, 2014; Noonan et al., 2013;
Anderson et al., 2012; Jain et al., 2013). Residential buildings are responsible for nearly 27% of
all energy consumption (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2017b) and 36.5% of electricity
use (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2017a) in the U.S. and are therefore a major con-
tributor to climate change. Furthermore, low-income households are disproportionately burdened
with energy costs, typically spending 16.3% of their total annual income on energy, compared with
3.5% for other households (U.S. Department of Energy, 2017).
Weatherization is the practice of improving the energy efficiency of existing residential build-
ings through a variety of approaches, such as installing insulation in walls, upgrading inefficient
refrigerators, and reducing air leakage. This yields many benefits for residents, including reduced
energy costs and improved health and safety, as well as benefits for society through job creation
and a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions (Iowa Department of Human Rights, ). Despite these
benefits, weatherization adoption rates remain low, as a result of high upfront investment costs
and long payback periods (Soratana and Marriott, 2010), as well as a general lack of awareness
about weatherization techniques and benefits. The government has tried to overcome these barriers
through various campaigns aimed at raising awareness of the energy cost savings from weatheriza-
tion, as well as providing financial assistance to low-income residents to help them weatherize their
homes (Jagani and Passe, 2017). However, these efforts have had limited success.
Rather than only relying on financial incentives to convince residents to weatherize, research
suggests that policymakers should instead leverage the strength of social influence. Peer interactions
have proved to be an important factor in residents’ decisions to adopt energy-related behaviors (Jain
et al., 2013; Rai and Robinson, 2015; Krejci et al., 2016; McEachern and Hanson, 2008; Noonan
et al., 2013; Friege et al., 2016), and the influence of social networks on energy-efficiency innovation
diffusion has been demonstrated (McMichael and Shipworth, 2013). In particular, social interaction
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regarding energy-related tips and information is a predictor of weatherization behavior (Southwell
and Murphy, 2014).
The importance of social interactions in determining residents’ energy-related decisions suggests
that agent-based modeling would be an appropriate method for modeling a network of residents.
Agent-based models (ABMs) allow researchers to model individual decision makers as autonomous
agents that are capable of social behaviors and interactions (e.g., information sharing) with other
agents. Over time, the effects of these repeated interactions and feedbacks on individuals’ decisions
(i.e., at the micro level) may yield system-wide changes that are unexpected and difficult to predict
without the use of computational modeling (Wang et al., 2007). ABM is a promising methodology
for capturing consumer behavior in general and energy technology adoption in particular (Wolf
et al., 2012; Macy and Willer, 2002; Epstein, 1999; Bonabeau, 2002; Mittal and Krejci, 2017;
Mittal et al., 2017; Mittal and Krejci, ). ABM facilitates the modeling of opinion dynamics in a
social system, which is useful in representing residents’ socially-motivated decisions to weatherize
their homes (Southwell and Murphy, 2014; Rai and Robinson, 2015; Azar and Menassa, 2011).
However, when modeling energy-related behaviors, adequate consideration must be given to the
agents’ social network structure and properties (Anderson et al., 2013). To this end, some mod-
elers have made efforts to incorporate realistic social networks into ABMs (Fontana et al., 2015;
Rahmandad and Sterman, 2008; Alam and Geller, 2012; Hamill and Gilbert, 2009). In particular,
small-world networks, which have a structure that is an interpolation between regular and random
networks, are often used to represent social networks to explore social behavior. Small-world net-
works have been integrated into ABMs to model the diffusion of solar photovoltaic adoption (Palmer
et al., 2015; Rai and Robinson, 2015). The networks in these models are used to represent interac-
tions that occur in a physical space, such as a neighborhood. Furthermore, the agents that populate
these models typically interact in the same way with all of their neighbors (Hegselmann et al., 2002;
Krejci et al., 2016)), and pairs of agents are randomly selected for interactions (Meadows and Cliff,
2012; Rai and Robinson, 2015). By contrast, Azar and Menassa (2011) developed an ABM of
energy use behavior, in which they assumed that only adopters were capable of spreading infor-
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mation to non-adopters, since only adopters would have the ability to make realistic and reliable
assessments of their adoption decisions. The agents in this model have heterogeneous attitudes
toward information sharing; for example, some agents may have no interest in the information and
are therefore immune to it, which means that their existing beliefs will not be affected by social
interactions. The strength of these interactions may also vary. Chen et al. (2012) ) proposed a
semi-local centrality measure to identify influential nodes in complex networks. Geographic dis-
tances (Scellato et al., 2010; Barthe´lemy, 2011) and demographic similarities (Diamantopoulos
et al., 2003; Islam and Meade, 2013) also known to affect the strength of interactions. Further-
more, interactions between individuals are often multidimensional, occurring in both physical and
virtual environments (e.g., via online social networks).
This paper describes a conceptual ABM that is embedded in a multilayer social network to
model weatheriza- tion adoption among residential households, with a specific focus on low-income
residents. The model is based on the Capitol East Neighborhood in Des Moines, Iowa, which is
a low-income neighborhood that has a strong neighborhood association and a goal of improving
sustainability. The multilayer approach allows the agents to interact via a physical social net-
work (i.e., their neighborhood) and a virtual social network (i.e., online). Small-world networks
are used to describe the physical social networks (PSNs), while scale-free networks are used to
represent the online social networks (OSNs), since the primary characteristic of many OSNs (e.g.,
Flicker, YouTube) is the scale-free property (Ahn et al., 2007; Baraba´si, 2009; Mislove et al., 2007).
To incorporate agent’ intention to spread information, a Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered
(SEIR) epidemic model (Li and Muldowney, 1995; Apolloni et al., 2009; Cha et al., 2012) is used.
The SEIR model provides a framework for defining the rules that determine agent interactions and
influence. Agents’ local centrality (Chen et al., 2012), spatial location (Scellato et al., 2010) and
social demographics (Diamantopoulos et al., 2003) are considered when evaluating the strength of
each interaction. The agents’ decisions about adopting weatherization are characterized by emo-
tional and economic factors and are based on the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991), a
widely-used theory in studies on energy-related behaviors (Rai and Robinson, 2015; Harland et al.,
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1999; Ajzen et al., 2011). The model is used to perform several experiments, in which the influence
of randomness in the physical social network, the different choices of initial weatherized agents,
the number and coverage of media agents that can spread weatherization information, when to
add these media agents, households’ susceptibility to media, and the efficiency of the Weatheriza-
tion Assistance Program are explored. The results of these experiments demonstrate the potential
of this modeling framework to inform policymakers’ decisions regarding programs for increasing
weatherization.
3.2 The Theoretical Framework
Figure 3.1 depicts the theoretical framework that is used to represent a household’s decision-
making process with respect to weatherization adoption. The theory of planned behavior (TPB)
is the basic principle of the theoretical framework (Ajzen, 1991). TPB states that behavioral
intention is the best predictor of actual behavior, and intention is determined by three factors: 1)
the degree to which a person has a favorable or unfavorable evaluation of the behavior (attitude),
2) the social pressure and the motivation to comply (subjective norm), and 3) the perception of
the ease or difficulty of performing the behavior (perceived behavioral control). The TPB has been
used to describe a wide variety of behaviors, including electronic commerce adoption (Pavlou and
Fygenson, 2006), smoking (Godin and Kok, 1996), and leisure choice (Ajzen and Driver, 1992). It
has also been adopted to explain environmentally relevant behaviors (Abrahamse and Steg, 2009;
Harland et al., 1999; Friege et al., 2016).
Household weatherization decisions are triggered by behavioral intentions and actual behav-
ioral control (i.e., ability). For example, in the model described in this paper, the household
agents evaluate the estimated return on investment for weatherization, which results in positive
(e.g. “weatherization will save money over time”) or negative (e.g. “the weatherization is too
expensive”) attitudes toward weatherization. Subjective norms are captured through the agents’
socio-demographics and their peer interactions. The ability (e.g. “I have enough money to pay
for weatherization”) determines whether or not a household can weatherize and also determines
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Figure 3.1: Theoretical framework for households’ decision-making processes on whether or not to
weatherize their homes.
the perceived behavioral control. Intuitively, if behavioral intention and ability both have positive
value, a person will conduct the actual behavior.
3.3 Conceptual Model Description
This section describes the building energy simulation model and the ABM, which is implemented
in NetLogo 5.3.1 (Wilensky, 1999). The preliminary version of this model is described in a proof-
of-concept paper (Huang et al., 2017).
3.3.1 Building Energy Simulation
The building energy model is a digital model of the Capitol East Neighborhood in Des Moines
that was built using Rhinoceros 3D and the Urban Modeling Interface (umi) plugin from MIT’s
Sustainable Design Lab (Reinhart et al., 2013). This model was used to create a dataset consist-
ing of the monthly energy consumption values of residential buildings in the neighborhood under
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the model.
pre- and post-weatherization conditions (Jagani and Passe, 2017). The Rhino-umi model uses
geographic information system (GIS) data obtained from the City of Des Moines to model the
physical geometry of the Capitol East Neighborhood. Information available in the Polk County
Assessor’s database (Polk County Assessor website, 2015) is then used to refine the Rhino model
at the building scale. This database provides detailed information on the each building in the
neighborhood, including the parcel number, date of construction, construction materials, number
of stories, and number of separate residences contained within. Because regional climate strongly
influences residential energy consumption patterns, regional weather data was also included in the
simulation. We use typical meteorological year weather data (TMY3) obtained from the Depart-
ment of Energy (Wilcox and Marion, 2008) and the future typical meteorological year weather
data (FTMY) (Patton, 2013) weather datasets to incorporate the climatic impact on energy con-
sumption in residential buildings. TMY3 provides a reasonably sized annual dataset consisting of
hourly meteorological values that are intended to typify conditions at a specific location over a
longer period of time. Aforementioned data about building footprint, building forms, construction
materials and weather conditions served as a basis for the Rhino model. Additional details about
the model are available in Jagani and Passe (2017). Figure 3.3 shows a visualization of building
energy consumption generated by the Rhino-umi model, where different colors indicate different
energy consumption values.
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Figure 3.3: A visualization of energy consumptions for residential buildings in the Capitol East
Neighborhood.
3.3.2 Agent-based Model
3.3.2.1 Agents
The ABM contains two types of agents: household agents and media agents. Household agents
are used to represent each household in the Capitol East Neighborhood as an autonomous agent
that is capable of communicating with other agents via its social networks and making decisions
about weatherizing its home. Media agents are tools used to store and deliver information for
households to learn weatherization-related information and news.
Household Agents Households agents have the ability to adopt weatherization and share
weatherization information with other household agents. Each household agent represents an entire
household, rather than an individual resident, because weatherization decisions are assumed to
occur at the household level. Only single-family residen- tial buildings were included since the
energy consumption values for multi-family buildings (e.g., apartments) are difficult to capture
with the Rhino-umi model. The model has 1548 household agents, of which 548 are located within
the Capitol East Neighborhood and the remaining 1000 are located elsewhere.
Each household agent has been assigned a level for each of four major demographic factors:
age, income, education, and race (Mittal et al., 2017; Apolloni et al., 2009), which are used to
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determine the similarity of household agents. Based on empirical data for the City of Des Moines,
seven levels (0-6) of age (Ag), nine levels (0-8) of income (In), four levels (0-3) of education (Ed)
and four levels (0-3) of race (Ra) are defined, as shown in Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4.
Table 3.1: Age of population 18 years and over
Definition Level
18 - 24 years 0
25 - 34 years 1
35 - 44 years 2
45 - 54 years 3
55 - 64 years 4
65 - 74 years 5
75 years and over 6
Table 3.2: Household income
Definition Level
Less than $10k 0
$10k - $15k 1
$15k - $25k 2
$25k - $35k 3
$35k - $45k 4
$45k - $55k 5
$55k - $60k 6
$60k - $65k 7
$65k - $70k 8
Table 3.3: Education attainment (highest level) of population 18 years and over
Definition Level
Less than high school graduate 0
High school graduate 1
Some college or associate’s degree 2
Bachelor or higher 3
Each household agent is characterized by 13 key parameters:
• ID: Each household agent is assigned a unique identification number.
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Table 3.4: Race
Definition Level
White 0
Black 1
Asian 2
Other 3
• Poverty level (PL): A household agent’s poverty level is binary and determines its eligibility
for financial assistance. An agent with a poverty level of 1 has a total household income that
is at or below 200% of the federal poverty level (IOWA Department of Human Rights, 2017a).
This means that the agent is eligible for the Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP), which
is a federal grant program that provides financial assistance to help low-income residents to
weatherize their homes (IOWA Department of Human Rights, 2017b). A household agent
with a poverty level of 0 is not eligible for WAP (i.e., its total household income is too high).
• Monthly energy consumption (E): In each month m, each household agent is assigned two
values that represent its monthly energy consumption (in kWh) before and after weather-
ization (NWEm and WEm, respectively). These values are outputs of the building energy
simulation.
• Estimated payback period (P): Each household agent is capable of estimating the breakeven
point at which the upfront investment in weatherization pays for itself through subsequent
energy cost savings. The upfront investment (Ut) (U.S. Department of Energy, 2017) in year
t is initialized as $4,695 (U0) and increases over time due to inflation:
Ut = U0(1 + R1)(1 + R2)...(1 + Rt)(1− Ft), (3.1)
where Rt denotes the inflation rate in year t, and Ft refers to the federal income tax credits for
energy efficiency, which is assumed to be 30% (Energy Star, 2017). By weatherizing, single-
family homes saved an average of $283 annually on energy costs (U.S. Department of Energy,
2017). Therefore, each agent’s annual household energy cost savings in the year in which it
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decides to weatherize (S0) is set to $283. If an agent weatherizes in year t, its total savings
over n years (TSt+n) is calculated as:
TSt+n = St + St+1 + ...+ St+n
= S0((1 + Rt) + (1 + Rt)(1 + Rt+1)
+ ...+ (1 + Rt)...(1 + Rt+n)).
(3.2)
An agent’s estimated payback period P is the value of n (in years) for which Ut = TSt+n.
• Budget (B): The maximum amount of money (in dollars) that an agent is able to spend on
weatherization. Household agents with a poverty level of 0 must pay Ut for weatherization
out of pocket. Each agent’s budget for weatherization is drawn randomly from a uniform
distribution between $500 and $5,000.
• Degree (D): The degree (Da) of agent a is defined as the number of connections (edges) the
agent a has to neighboring agents. For example, a person socially connected to 20 people has
a degree of 20.
• Local centrality (LC): We adopt the semi-local centrality measure (Chen et al., 2012) to
explore influential agents in networks, in which the agent with a larger value of local centrality
is more influential. The local centrality Lca of agent a is defined as
Qi =
∑
j∈Γi
Nj , (3.3)
LCa =
∑
i∈Γa
Qi, (3.4)
where Γa is the set of the nearest neighbors of agent a and Nj is the number of the nearest and
the next-nearest neighbors of node j. In Figure 3.4, agent 1 has seven nearest neighbors (agent
2 to 8) and two next-nearest neighbor(agents 9 and 11). Therefore, N1 = 9. The N value of
agent 2-8 are calculated in the same manner. Using Eq. 3.3, Q1 =
∑2,3,4,5,6,7,8
j Nj = 52. The
local centrality of agent 1 is equal to the sum of Q over all the nearest neighbors of agent 1
(Eq. 3.4), such thta LC1 =
∑2,3,4,5,6,7,8
i Qi = 127.
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Figure 3.4: An example network consisting of 11 agents and 15 connections.
• Global influence level (GIL): In order to normalize the household agent’s local centrality to
0-1 range, the global influence level is defined. A household agent with higher value of global
influence level is likely to have higer influence in the network (Chen et al., 2012). The global
influence level of agent a is defined as
GILa =
LCa − LCmin
LCmax − LCmin , (3.5)
where LCmin,LCmax refer to the minimum and maximum local centrality among all household
agents in the Capitol East Neighborhood, respectively.
• Distance from others (DS): GIS data obtained from the City of Des Moines provides spatial
information for the Capitol East Neighborhood, which was used to calculate distances (in
meters) between the residential buildings associated with each of the 548 household agents
located in Capitol East. Each of these agents therefore has a vector that stores its distance
from all 547 other agents in the Capitol East Neighborhood.
• Similarity (Simiab): Households agents are assumed to have heterogeneous characteristics
and pref- erences. However, each pair of agents may also share some similar traits. The four
major demographics fac- tors are used to determined the similarity of each pair of house-
hold agents (Kwan, 2012; Islam and Meade, 2013; Diamantopoulos et al., 2003; Hughes and
Podolefsky, 2015). The similarity (Simiab or Simiba) of agent a and agent b is assumed to be
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indirectly proportional to the differences in their age (Ag), income (In), education (Ed), and
race (Ra) levels, with equal weights on each factor. The similarity can be obtained using
Simiab = (
1
4
− |Aga −Agb|
24
) + (
1
4
− |Ina − Inb|
32
) + (
1
4
− |Eda − Edb|
12
) + (
1
4
− Raab
4
), (3.6)
where Raab is 0 if the race values of agent a and b are the same; otherwise it is assigned a
value of 1.
• Local influence level (LILab): The local influence level defines agent a’s local influence on
agent b, which is assumed to be symmetrical (i.e., LILab = LILba). It is assumed that an
agent’s local influence on another agent, in terms of interactions, information sharing, and
knowledge exchange, is determined by their similarity and geographical proximity (McPherson
et al., 2001; Boschma, 2005). For agents located in the Capitol East Neighborhood, the local
influence level between two agents a and b is defined as follows:
LILab = LILba =
DSmax−DSab
DSmax−DSmin + Simiab
2
, (3.7)
where DSab denotes the distance from agent a to agent b, and DSmin,DSmax refer to the mini-
mum and maximum distance between all household agents in the Capitol East Neighborhood,
respectively. The local influence level values of the 1000 household agents located outside the
Capitol East Neighborhood (for which there are no spatial data) are drawn from a uniform
distribution between 0 and 1.
• Influence coefficient (ICab): The influence coefficient defines agent a’s influence on agent b in
general. Thus each household agent has a set of influence coefficients, with a value assigned
to each of its connections. The influence coefficient ICab is the arithmetic mean of the local
(LILab) and global (GILa) influence levels:
ILab =
LILab + GILa
2
. (3.8)
• Media susceptibility (MS): The media susceptibility of household agent a to media agent
i is the degree to which media agent i can influence household agent a. Household agent
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a’s susceptibility to media agents is assumed to be a random number drawn from a normal
distribution with mean MSa.
Each household agent also has 10 state variables that may be updated in each monthly time-
step:
• Weatherization status (WS): This binary variable represents the agent’s state of weatheriza-
tion adoption, where a value of 1 indicates that the agent has weatherized its home, and a
value of 0 indicates that it has not yet weatherized. An agent can only transition from a
status of 0 to a status of 1, based on the assumption that weatherization is irreversible.
• WAP status: This binary variable represents the agent’s state of receiving weatherization
assistance, where a value of 1 indicates that it has successfully received assistance, and a
value of 0 indicates that it has not been served by the WAP. It is assumed that an agent with
a WAP status of 1 cannot return to a status of 0.
• Current energy consumption (C): Based on its weatherization status and the current time-step
(i.e., month), a household agent’s current monthly energy consumption (in kWh) is obtained
from the outputs of the Rhino-umi model (i.e., the agent’s NWEm and WEm).
• Monthly savings (Mm): The money that a weatherized household agent saves in month
m is based on the difference between its energy consumption before and after weatheriza-
tion (NWEm and WEm, respectively). This difference is multiplied by the energy cost per
kWh, which includes the current residential electricity rate E, a rate equalization factor
REF, an energy adjustment clause EAC, a transmission cost adjustment TCA, and a 1.00%
sales tax, according to the electricity bill calculation provided by MidAmerican Energy Com-
pany (MideAmerican Energy Company, 2017),
Mm = (NWEm −WEm)(E + REF + EAC + TCA)(1 + TAX). (3.9)
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• Current average saving (AS): This variable, which is calculated for household agents that have
weatherized, is determined by dividing the agent’s total savings by the number of months since
it weatherized.
• Information status (IS): This variable is defined based on the epidemic SEIR epidemic
model (Apolloni et al., 2009). A household agent can take on one of four different IS values
in each time-step:
– S (Susceptible): An agent that has not received weatherization-related information from
another agent but is ready to receive it.
– E (Exposed): An agent that has received information but is not yet infectious (i.e.,
cannot transmit information to others).
– I (Infected): An agent that can spread weatherization-related information to others.
– R (Recovered): An agent that is immune to weatherization-related information (i.e., it
neither receives nor transmits information).
No contractions, an agent’s status towards spreading information can potentially be different
in its PSN and OSN; however, its status with respect to weatherization awareness must be
the same in both networks. In other words, an agent could be in status E in its PSN and
status I in its OSN, but if it is in status S in one network and has a non-S status in the other,
its information status will be reconciled to the non-S value in both PSN and OSN after the
current time-step.
• Intention level (IL): This variable, which takes values between 0 and 1, denotes a non-
weatherized agent’s intention to adopt weatherization.
• Intention: This binary variable may change from 0 to 1 with a probability of IL in each
monthly time-step. A value of 1 indicates that the agent intends to adopt weatherization.
• Assessment level (AL): This variable takes a value between 0 and 1 and represents the degree
to which a weatherized agent is satisfied with its weatherization adoption. An agent’s AL
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value is based on its assessment of the perceived value of its weatherization decision and is
influenced by social interactions.
• Ability: This binary variable takes on a value of 1 for an agent if it has the ability to weatherize
and a value of 0 if it does not. Ability can be achieved in two ways:
– The agent has received assistance through WAP.
– The agent’s budget exceeds the upfront investment required for self-weatherization.
Media Agents The media is a means by which the government can share weatherization-
related information to residents. In this model, media agents seek to spread weatherization infor-
mation to household agents. Each media agent has four parameters, which take on values that
remain unchanged throughout the simulation run:
• Information status (IS): All media agents are assumed to have an information status of I,
since they play the role of information providers.
• Weatherization status (WS): The weatherization status of all media agents is assumed to
equal 1 (i.e., they have weatherized).
• Assessment level (AL): This value is assumed to be 1 for media agents, since it is assumed
that the media is supportive of weatherization adoption.
• Coverage: This variable, which takes values between 0 and 1, indicates the degree to which
households are able to acquire information from a certain media agent. For example, a media
agent with a coverage value of 1 can access all household agents.
3.3.2.2 Sub-models
The ABM contains five sub-models: Initialization, Information Diffusion, Intention & As-
sessment Level Evolution, Ability Judgment, and Household Weatherization Adoption. First, the
multilayer social network is generated, and the agents’ parameter values are initialized. Then, in
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Initialization
(one-time run in initialization)
Information Diffusion 
(run in each time-step)
Intention & Assessment 
Evolution
(run in each time-step)
Ability Judgment
(run in each time-step)
Households Weatherization Adoption
(run in each time-step)
Figure 3.5: Sub-models.
each monthly time-step, agents interact via the multilayer social network, where information diffu-
sion takes place. Based on these interactions, agents’ intention and assessment level values evolve,
which inform their judgments regarding their weatherization abilities. Finally, at the end of each
time-step, each non-weatherized household agent decides whether to adopt weatherization, based
on its intention and ability values.
Initialization: Before the first time-step, a multilayer social network is created to allow the
agents to interact through both a physical social network (PSN) and an online social network (OSN).
There are 548 single-family household agents in the Capitol East Neighborhood. Each node in the
PSN (Figure 3.7) represents one of these agents, and each edge represents a connection between
the agents it connects, in other words, two connected households know each other and are allowed
to have interactions. The PSN is a small-world network that was built using the Watts-Strogatz
algorithm (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). This algorithm starts with a regular network, in which
each node shares an edge with all other nodes , and “rewires” the edges of this network randomly,
based on a probability Prewire. In other words, the small-world network is an interpolation between
regular and random networks, and the greater the value of Prewire, the more random the network
will be.
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The Baraba´si-Albert (BA) algorithm (Baraba´si and Albert, 1999) was used to generate a scale-
free network for the agents’ OSN (shown in Figure 3.8). The OSN consists of the 548 household
agents in the Capitol East Neighborhood, as well as 1000 household agents that exist outside the
Capitol East Neighborhood, and an experimentally-varied number of media agents. Thus the 548
agents that represent households in the Capitol East Neighborhood exist both in the PSN and the
OSN, while the 1000 household agents outside the neighborhood only have virtual connections via
the OSN. If no media agents are included, the number of nodes in the OSN is therefore 1548, and
the total number of nodes in the multilayer social network (MSN) is 2096. As with individuals in
the real world, there are overlaps and differences between the 548 household agents’ connections
in the PSN and the OSN. Figure 3.9 demonstrates this phenomenon, with red edges indicating
overlapping connections and blue edges representing differences.
Figure 3.7 PSN Figure 3.8 OSN
Figure 3.9 Overlaps and differ-
ences in a multilayer social net-
work
Figure 3.10: Multilayer Social Networks.
The PSN and OSN are initialized as follows:
• Initially, there are InC weatherized household agents among the 548 agents in the Capitol
East Neighborhood and InO weatherized agents outside this neighborhood. In other words,
initially, there are InC weatherized agents in the PSN and InC + In0 weatherized agents in
the OSN.
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• The selection of the initial weatherized household agents in the Capitol East Neighborhood
can occur in one of the following ways:
– Random: The InC initial weatherized household agents are randomly chosen from the
548 household agents.
– Important: The InC household agents with the largest global influence levels will be
selected.
– One Centroid: The initial weatherized household agents are the InC closest ones around
the centroid of the neighborhood,as determined by the k -means algorithm (MacQueen
et al., 1967).
• The information status (IS ) for all non-weatherized agents is initialized to ‘S’, and for weath-
erized agents it is initialized to ‘I’.
• The intention level (IL) of each non-weatherized household agent is initialized to 0.
• Based on the agent’s upfront investment U and its estimated payback period P , the estimated
monthly savings U12P represents the estimated savings which can pay off U over 12P months.
The assessment level (AL) of each weatherized household agent is based on actual average sav-
ings (AS ) and estimated monthly savings U12P due to weatherization using a sigmoid function:
AL0 =
1
1 + e−(AS−
U
12P
)
. (3.10)
Information Diffusion: In this sub-model, the agents interact and then update their infor-
mation status (IS) values accordingly. At the beginning of each time-step, the IS value for each
agent will have one of four possible values (S/E/I/R). Only infected agents (IS = I) can be in-
formation senders, while only susceptible, exposed, and infected agents (IS = S, E, or I) can be
information receivers. In each time-step, all infected agents will expose their connected agents
(neighbors) with S/E/I status to weatherization-related information. Figure 3.11 shows the transi-
tion probabilities associated with changes in an agent’s IS value. As an example, if an agent with
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information status I is exposed to information, it will transition to status R with probability PI→R.
As discussed previously, an agent’s information status value in its PSN and OSN will not always
be synchronized to be the same after each time-step.
S E I R
𝑃"→$
𝑃"→% 𝑃%→$ 𝑃$→&
𝑃%→&𝑃"→&
Figure 3.11: A schematic diagram for SEIR model.
Intention & Assessment Level Evolution: A household agent’s intention level (IL) is only
activated if the agent is in a non-weatherized state, while its assessment level (AL) is only activated
if it has weatherized. The values of both IL and AL evolve with interactions.
In each time-step, all agents with with information status (IS) equal to I will interact with their
connected agents that have IS = S/E/I, which will influence the agents’ IL or AL values. Table 3.5
summarizes the rules and outcomes when agent i (household or media agents) exposes agent j
(household agents) to information. Based on its information status (IS) and weatherization status
(WS), each agent falls into a certain category (e.g., I/W). The first letter refers to the agent’s IS
value , and the second letter represents its WS value, which can be W (weatherized, WS = 1) or
N (non-weatherized, WS = 0). At the beginning of each time-step, the values of IL/AL for the
548 household agents in the Capitol East Neighborhood will be the same in their PSN and OSN.
However, over the course of a time-step, the IL/AL values in their PSN and OSN may become
different, as a result of the different interactions that may occur in different layers of the social
network. The IL/AL of these 548 agents is reconciled to the arithmetic mean of the values in the
agent’s PSN and OSN at the end of each time-step, thereby ensuring that their IL/AL will have the
same value in both layers at the beginning of the next time-step. Each non-weatherized household
agent has a probability of IL to change its intention value from 0 to 1. For weatherized agents, the
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Table 3.5: IL & AL Evolution Rules (Agent i → Agent j). — means not applicable.
Agent i Agent j Rules (Agent i is a household agent) Rules (Agent i is a media agent)
I/W S/N — E/N
ALi = ALi
ILj = ILj + ICij(ALi − ILj)
ALi = 1
ILj = ILj + MSji(1− ILj)
I/W I/N
ALi = ALi + ICij(ILj −ALi)
ILj = ILj + ICij(ALi − ILj)
ALi = 1
ILj = ILj + MSji(1− ILj)
I/W E/W
ALi = ALi
ALj = ALj + ICij(ALi −ALj)
ALi = 1
ALj = ALj + MSji(1−ALj)
I/W I/W
ALi = ALi + ICij(ALj −ALi)
ALj = ALj + ICij(ALi −ALj)
ALi = 1
ALj = ALj + MSji(1−ALj)
I/N S/N — E/N
ILi = ILi
ILj = ILj + ICij(ILi − ILj) —
I/N I/N
ILi = ILi + ICij(ILj − ILi)
ILj = ILj + ICij(ILi − ILj) —
I/N E/W
ILi = ILi
ALj = ALj + ICij(ILi −ALj) —
I/N I/W
ILi = ILi + ICij(ALj − ILi)
ALj = ALj + ICij(ILi −ALj) —
value of AL at the beginning of each time-step t following weatherization will be the arithmetic
mean of its AL value at the end of time-step t− 1 and initialized value ALt(I):
ALt =
ALt−1 + ALt(I)
2
. (3.11)
Since each agent’s actual savings (AS) is updated at the beginning of each time-step, and agents’
AL will be affected by AS, it will have an initialized value ALt(I) =
1
1+e−(AS−
U
12P
)
.
Ability Judgment: As shown in Figure 3.12, an agent has the ability to weatherize if its
WAP status is equal to 1, or if it has a budget that is sufficient to pay for weatherization out
of pocket. Only household agents with an income level of 1 qualify for weatherization assis-
tance. In reality, there are many eligible applicants for WAP; however, very few of them re-
ceive assistance each year because of limited funding and inefficiencies. For example, in Iowa,
80,000 WAP applicants are approved each year, but only approximately 2,000 applicants can be
served (IOWA Department of Human Rights, 2017c). Therefore, the probability Pwap that eligible
agents receive assistance from WAP in each time-step is assumed to be 2.5%.
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Agent
WAP Approved
If L = 1
If L = 0 & 𝐵𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑡	   ≥ 𝑈*
𝑃,-. = 2.5%
Ability = 1
Figure 3.12: Ability Judgment.
Fix ID, PL, E, P, budget, D, LC, GIL, 
DS, Simi, LIL, IC, MS Generate a social network
Check L
Check Budget WAP Approved
Get Served
Initialize WS, WAP status,  C, 𝑀", AS, IS, IL, AL, 
intention, ability
Update IS
Update C,𝑀"
Update AS
Update AL
Update IL
Ability ComponentIntention Component
t	=	0
t	=	t	+	1
10
𝒑𝒘𝒂𝒑
Update intention Update abilityAdopt1 1
0 1
Figure 3.13: Flowchart describing the logic for updating household agent state variables. Agents
that adopt weatherization will follow the dashed line to update their IS and AL values.
Households Weatherization Adoption: The household agents’ weatherization behavior is
based on the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991). TPB is a static model which states
that intention and perceived behavioral control can result in the actual human behavior. However,
this theory does not consider the evolution of these variables with time and interactions (Rai and
Robinson, 2015). In this model, the agents’ intention and ability components are used to represent
the intention and perceived behavioral control elements of TPB. Each agent’s intention component
is dynamic and evolves in the Information Diffusion and Intention and Assessment Level Evolution
sub-models in each time-step, and its ability component evolves with the value of the inflation
rate in the payback period calculation. In the final decision-making stage, a household agent will
weatherize its house if and only if its intention and ability levels are both equal to 1.
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3.4 Experiments and Results
The interface developed for the weatherization ABM in NetLogo 5.3.1 (shown in Figure 3.14)
allows for the control of multiple experimental variables and provides a visualization of the dynamic
social network generation process (left: PSN, right: OSN). To gain a better understanding of how
certain factors might influence weatherization adoption, and to provide some potentially useful
recommendations to government actors with the City of Des Moines to encourage residents to
weatherize, a set of 30 experimental scenarios was developed and run over 180-month replications,
which allowed long-run system behavior to be observed. For each scenario, twenty 180-month
replications were run. In each replication, the total number of weatherized houses in each monthly
time-step and the average adoption timing of weatherization were captured. Table 3.6 shows the
values of six parameters that are fixed and constant throughout all experiments, and Table 3.7
provides the experimental variable values for all 30 scenarios. The two key output metrics of
interest were the number of household agents that adopted weatherization and the time at which
they adopted.
Figure 3.14: NetLogo Interface.
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Table 3.6: Fixed Experimental Parameters.
Parameter name Value Parameter name Value Parameter name Value
PS→E 0.20 PS→I 0.70 PS→R 0.10
PE→I 0.80 PE→R 0.10 PI→R 0.10
Table 3.7: Experimental Scenarios.
Scenario SN Prewire InC InO InLayout # Media TAddMedia SusHtoM CoverM Pwap
Scenario 0 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 0 — — — 2.5%
Scenario 1 PSN 0.1 5 — Random 0 — — — 2.5%
Scenario 2 MSN 0.1 5 0 Random 0 — — — 2.5%
Scenario 3 MSN 0.1 5 50 Random 0 — — — 2.5%
Scenario 4 MSN 0.1 5 100 Random 0 — — — 2.5%
Scenario 5 MSN 0 5 10 Random 0 — — — 2.5%
Scenario 6 MSN 0.5 5 10 Random 0 — — — 2.5%
Scenario 7 MSN 1 5 10 Random 0 — — — 2.5%
Scenario 8 MSN 0.1 5 10 Important 0 — — — 2.5%
Scenario 9 MSN 0.1 5 10 One Centroid 0 — — — 2.5%
Scenario 10 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 1 0 0.5 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 11 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 2 0 0.5 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 12 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 3 0 0.5 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 13 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 4 0 0.5 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 14 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 5 0 0.5 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 15 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 10 0 0.5 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 16 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 50 0 0.5 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 17 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 1 0 0.5 0.5 2.5%
Scenario 18 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 1 0 0.5 1.0 2.5%
Scenario 19 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 1 0 0.8 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 20 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 1 0 1.0 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 21 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 1 60 0.5 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 22 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 1 120 0.5 0.1 2.5%
Scenario 23 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 0 — — — 5%
Scenario 24 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 0 — — — 7.5%
Scenario 25 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 0 — — — 10%
Scenario 26 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 0 — — — 50%
Scenario 27 MSN 0.1 5 10 Random 0 — — — 100%
Scenario 28 PSN 0.1 5 — Important 0 — — — 100%
Scenario 29 PSN 0.1 5 — One Centroid 0 — — — 100%
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3.4.1 Social Network Structure
The differences of weatherization adoption amount and time when 1) agents only have the
physical social network or 2) agents have both the physical and online social network (i.e., have the
multilayer social network) are explored in S1, S2. The effect of the amount of initial weatherization
household agents outside the Capitol East Neighborhood (InO) was also demonstrated (S0, S2, S3,
S4 ). As shown in Figure 3.15a, the weatherization amount is much higher when household agents
have the online social network, even there are no initial weatherized household agents outside
the neighborhood (S1, S2 ). But having more initial weatherized household agents outside the
neighborhood still stimuli and accelerate weatherization adoptions (Figure 3.15b). It indicates the
necessity of modeling the multilayer social network as households could access information from
various channels in real life.
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Figure 3.16: Effects of multilayer social networks on weatherization adoption.
3.4.2 Randomness of The Physical Social Network
Then the value of Prewire was experimentally varied to determine how the physical network struc-
ture, especially the randomness of the physical network, would affect household agents’ decisions
to adopt weatherization (S0, S5, S6, S7 ). Figures 3.17a and 3.17b indicate that the weatherization
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Figure 3.18: Effects of PSN randomness on weatherization adoption. MSN @ PSN means the
results of PSN part when households have MSN; MSN @ MSN means the results of MSN part when
households have MSN; PSN @ PSN means the results of PSN part when households only have PSN.
adoption rate is slightly higher in a more random PSN but that it is generally insensitive to changes
in Prewire.
3.4.3 Selection of Initial Weatherized Household Agents
The initial weatherized household agents are the early adopters of weatherization. Finding out
who are the most appropriate groups as the target group to be encouraged on weatherization has
practical significance. Three ways (InLayout) to select the initial weatherized household agents
in the Capitol East Neighborhood (i.e., “Random”, “Important”, “One Centroid”) are conducted
(S0, S8, S9 / S1, S28, S29 ). Based on the experiment results, selecting the most important
households (i.e., households of largest global influence level) shows best performance on encouraging
weatherization adoptions (Figures 3.19a, 3.19b, 3.19c), also early adoptions (Figures 3.19d, 3.19e,
3.19f). Compared with random selection, selecting the households which are closet to the centroid
of the Capitol East Neighborhood doesn’t show significant effects.
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Figure 3.20: Effects of Different Selections of Initial Weatherized Agents on weatherization adop-
tion.
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3.4.4 Weatherization Assistance Program Service Probability
The probability of an approved applicant being served by WAP (Pwap) was experimentally varied
(S0, S23-27 ). The current real-life value of Pwap is quite low (2.5%), and it was hypothesized
that increased investment by the government could yield greater weatherization adoption rates.
Weatherization adoption exhibits noticeable increases with the increases in Pwap, as shown in
Figures 3.21a and 3.21b. Furthermore, higher values of Pwap tend to encourage more households
to choose to weatherize in an earlier time-step. While increasing Pwap from 2.5% to 5.0% yields
dramatic increases in adoption, there are diminishing returns from increasing Pwap from 50% to
100%. Similar adoption trends are apparent in PSN and MSN.
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Figure 3.22: Effects of increased WAP service probability on weatherization adoption.
3.4.5 Media Agents
3.4.5.1 Number of Media Agents
As Figures 3.23a and 3.23b show, adding more media agents to spread weatherization infor-
mation can promote greater weatherization adoption, even when their coverage (CoverM = 0.1) is
quite low. Besides, more media agents intend to encourage more early adopters (Figures 3.23c and
3.23d). Interestingly, however, increasing the number of media agents does not increase adoption
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proportionally. For example, the increase in adoption that occurs by increasing the number of
media agents from 0 to 50 is less than twice as much as that which is gained by increasing the
number of media agents from 0 to 1 in the PSN (four times in the MSN).
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Figure 3.24: Effects of increased number of media agents on weatherization adoption.
3.4.5.2 Media Coverage
Figure 3.26 indicates increasing the chance (CoverM ) of household agents being exposed to the
weatherization information provided by each media agent, i.e., increasing the number of households
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who can access the weatherization information from media agents, slightly promote the weather-
ization adoptions and greatly encourage more early adopters.
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Figure 3.26: Effects of media coverage on weatherization adoption.
3.4.5.3 Households’ Susceptibility to Media Agents
Households have own susceptibility to media (SusHtoM), maybe strongly trust or is dubious
about the information obtained from media agents. Figure 3.28 shows the results when households
have different values of susceptibility. Higher SusHtoM results in more weatherization adoptions
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and early adoptions. When SusHtoM is high enough, increasing its value makes little changes (S19,
S20 ).
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Figure 3.28: Effects of households’ susceptibility to media on weatherization adoption.
3.4.5.4 Time of Adding Media Agents
As shown in Figure 3.29a, when to add the media agent (in the initialization time, 60 months
later or 120 months later) have little influence on the weatherization adoptions.
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Figure 3.30: Effects of media agents’ adding time on weatherization adoption.
3.5 Conclusion
The agent-based model described in this paper incorporates a multilayer social network to ex-
plore the effects of information diffusion through different types of social interactions (i.e., physical
and online) on households’ decisions about adopting weatherization. The Theory of Planned Be-
havior provides the basis for the household agents’ decision process, in which the agents’ intention
levels are influenced by social interactions with neighbors and media agents, and their ability to
weatherize depends on both their available budget for weatherization and their WAP eligibility.
The strength of agents’ social influence on others is determined by their local centrality, spatial
location, and social demographics. The rules of social interactions among agents are determined
by their information statuses, which are updated using the logic that is based on the SEIR epidem-
ical model. The model was used to explore the effects of the multilayer social network, increased
randomness in the physical social network, different selections of early adopters, increased media
exposure on households’ weatherization adoption over time, and increased WAP eligibility,
Future work will include the development of a dynamic social network which considers the
possibility of population migration in certain areas. Empirical data must be collected to enable
model validation, including 1) the number of houses in the Capitol East neighborhood that actually
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weatherize in each month, 2) real-time cost of electricity, 3) behavioral data to inform the media
agents’ impact on households (e.g., how often they read certain newspapers or listen to certain radio
stations), 4) households’ budgets for weatherization and their income levels, and 5) households’
evaluations of the extent to which information from physical and online social networks influence
their attitude toward weatherization adoption. An empirically-validated version of the conceptual
model described in this paper has the potential to serve as a useful decision support tool for the
City of Des Moines to assist them in their efforts to promote residential weatherization adoption,
thereby reducing energy consumption.
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
4.1 Conclusion
Weatherization helps households reduce energy consumption and optimize energy efficiency of
their residential buildings. It is also an important contributor to reduced greenhouse gas emissions
and conserved natural resources. The industry can also produce new jobs and technologies. The
government has been trying to encourage the adoption of weatherization. For example, WAPs
have been allocated with significant amounts of funds and professional crews to help low-resource
residents improve the energy efficiency of their homes while ensuring the resident’s health and
safety. However, these efforts have had limited success. The adoption rate of weatherization
remains low. Therefore, having a deeper understanding of households’ weatherization adoptions
is of great significance, which is useful to assist stakeholders and policymakers in encouraging
weatherization. Households usually consider various factors when making adoption behaviors.
They tend to have their own estimates of their investment and payback on weatherization. Also,
peer views influence their decisions via social interactions. When they tend to apply for WAP,
the policies and efficiency of WAP affected their experience and their final adoption behaviors. As
a result, the decision-making processes of households’ weatherization adoptions are complex and
difficult to model.
To address this problem, two hybrid simulation models of households’ weatherization adoptions
were developed. The two models can be used to inform the decisions of urban policymakers, enabling
them to explore the impacts of different interventions on households’ weatherization decisions, and
therefore provide some directions or suggestions for future policies.
The hybrid simulation model presented in Chapter 2 (M1 ) explores the effects of social net-
work density, households’ memories about energy bills and influential households on weatherization
adoptions and energy consumptions. Experimental results from M1 suggest that, the presence of
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a self-weatherized leader significantly increases the number of weatherization adoptions and more
households tend to weatherize when they have short memories as agents with a short memory
length tend to be highly responsive to changes in energy costs and more influenced to adopt weath-
erization due to a sudden increase in costs. The results also indicate that a denser social network
can yield more weatherization than a sparse one, especially when there is a self-weatherized leader
or households have short memories, as a social network is a self-reinforcing circle where information
about weatherization can spread more widely.
The model developed in Chapter 3 (M2 ) improves M1 through adding more rules and submod-
els supported by theoretical backgrounds. M2 incorporates a multilayer social network into the
agent-based model to explore the effects of information diffusion through different types of social
interactions (i.e., physical and online) on households’ decisions about adopting weatherization. The
formulation of its behavioral model is motivated by the Theory of Planned Behavior, where house-
holds’ adoption decisions will be determined by intention and ability components. Their intentions
toward weatherization are based on their estimates of investment and payback, and influenced by
social interactions with neighbors and media. The ability to weatherize depends on both their
available budget for weatherization and their WAP eligibility. The rules of social interactions
among agents are determined by their information statuses, which are updated based on the SEIR
epidemical model. The extent to which each social interaction between households influence their
attitudes is evaluated by households’ local centrality, spatial location, and social-demographics. In
addition, the effects of the multilayer social network, increased randomness in the physical social
network, different selections of early adopters, increased media exposure on households’ weather-
ization adoption over time, and increased WAP eligibility are explored in M2.
4.2 Future Work
There exist several interesting directions for future work. The most important thing of next
step is the empirical validation. As we lack empirical data to support our model, a survey is
being developed and administered to over 1000 households in three contiguous neighborhoods, on
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the east side of Des Moines, including Capitol East. This survey will collect relevant data on
household demographics, individual and social behaviors related to energy and weatherization,
building infrastructure, and previous weatherization efforts. Apart from the ongoing survey, more
data about the mentioned attributes of media in Chapter 3 is needed. Then, an empirically-
validated version of the two hybrid simulation models has the potential to serve as a decision
support tool for the City of Des Moines to make more efficient future policies and interventions
about weatherization.
4.3 Contributions
This work has proposed two hybrid simulation models on households’ weatherization adoption
decisions. The overall and outstanding contributions of this work are to 1) create a complex dynamic
feedback loop that connects households’ weatherization decisions, energy-related decision outcomes,
and communication of outcomes among community members, all of which influence future decisions,
and 2) develop the realistic social context where households’ interactions and actual behaviors take
place.
The contributions of each chapter are summarized as follows.
In Chapter 2:
• Connecting the building energy simulation model (Rhino-umi model) and agent-based model
is particularly well-suited to capturing this heterogeneity of physical and human entities across
the urban landscape, enabling decision makers to tailor their policy approaches appropriately
for each neighborhood.
• Through the three components (a building energy simulation model, an agent-based model,
a social network model), the hybrid model connects the dynamic social interactions, adapta-
tions, and decision processes of individual and autonomous urban households with the physics
of building energy usage. In other words, the building energy simulation model provides the
inputs to inform the household agents in the agent-based model, which is embedded in a
physical social network generated using the BarabsiAlbert algorithm.
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In Chapter 3:
• It is novel to develop a multilayer social network and integrate it to the agent-based model.
It provides a realistic social context as interactions between households are often multidimen-
sional, occurring in both physical and virtual environments.
• Households, who can share information and make weatherization adoption decisions, and
media, which can store and deliver information to households, are both captured as agents in
the proposed agent-based model. Their interactions are explored.
• Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered epidemic model is used to present households’ het-
erogeneous attitudes toward information sharing.
• The strength of each social interaction between households is captured by households’ local
centrality, spatial location, and social demographic.
• The behavioral model of households toward weatherization is based on the Theory of Planned
Behavior.
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